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The biggest thing to happen to 
radio automation since radio automation. 
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The Intelligent Network News 

10 INCREDIBLY AWESOME THINGS YOU CAN DO 
WITH A BLADE BEFORE YOU EVEN NETWORK IT 

REPLACE YOUR SOUNDCARD 

When you install the WheatNet-IP driver, you 
can get rid of your soundcard, its breakout box, 
switcher, serial interface, and your isolation. 
Stream up to 24 stereo channels of audio to a 
WheatNet-IP system (8 per BLADE). 

INTERFACE & CONTROL 
ALL YOUR STUFF 

12 logic universal GPI/0 ports along with 128 
software logic ports for you to control whatever 
you have plugged in. When you finally get to 
a network, control everything on it without 
breaking a sweat. 
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CREATE & MANAGE COMPLEX SIGNAL PATHS 

Say you need a mix-minus for a live show or remote broadcast. With 
our ASSOCIATED CONNECTIONS, you can create a predetermined 
back haul, IFB feed or mix-minus for each device based on its 
location in the system or on a fader. When a base connection is 
made, up to ten additional connections can be made. 

PLAY NICELY WITH OTHERS 

You've got some other gear you want 

to use. No problem. Your BLADE 
is fully AES67 compatible to allow 
exactly that. We've been to PLUGFEST with our BLADES and 
we know they work perfectly with anyone else's stuff that's 
up to snuff. 

PROCESS STEREO AUDIO 

Each BLADE-3 has a stereo 
multiband processor with: 
4-band parametric equalizer, 
3-way crossovers, 3 compressors, 
3 limiters, and a final lookahead 
limiter - all can be used across a 
network. 

AES67] 
INSIDE 

DIAL IN A MIX OR TWO 

There are TWO 8 x 2 mixers built into the BLADE. Why? So you can 
combine multiple inputs and deliver lovely mixed stereo audio. Of 
course, you can configure those mixers any way you like. 

INIMIMalregleem 
MAKE FOUR VOICES SOUND AMAZING 

With the M4-IP USB mic processing BLADE, you get all this cool 
BLADE stuff, AND you get FOUR built-in voice processors based on 
our famous M-1/2. 

SPIN SOME REALLY COOL 
AUDIO CLIPS 

There is an optional built-in audio clip player 
that you can use to put emergency audio on 
the air. Add files, organize the playlist, and 
fire playback with a logic port, triggered by 
silence, logic or manually. 

USE YOUR FAVE AUDIO FORMATS 

There are a bunch of audio 

formats out there and we've got LL L-1144' 
them covered. HD/SDI, AES, 
MADI, AOIP, ANALOG, TDM. 

.— DETECT SILENCE AND DO i 
SOMETHING ABOUT IT 

The BLADE is constantly monitoring stuff. Silence, 
for instance. When it finds it, it can do just about 

anything you want. INCLUDING having it play clips that it optionally 
stores. 
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And as cool as all this is, its just the start. Wait until you network it with our intelligent control surfaces, talent 
stations, panels and other BLADEs. It'll blow your mind. Learn a lot more at: blades.wheatstone.com 

BLADE-3 AN ENTIRE BROADCAST PRODUCTION ST RACK SPACE 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com 
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INTELLIGENT NETWORK 

MIDI and AES70? 

AES70 was ratified cn January 4 as a rudimentary control 

standard for audio IP networking. Wnereas AES67 gave 

us a means to move audio signals from point A to point B 

regardless of aud.o network brand, AES70 now offers a 

basic control standard that we can use to add third-party 

devices to the WheatNet-IP audio network. Think MIDI, 

only for the broadcast world. 

IP audio network manufacturers have spent a great deal of time, 

money, and energy developing fully realized solutions that handle 

intelligent audio transport and control. For- example our WheatNet-

IP audio network is a complete studio environment with control 

surfaces, navigator software, button panels, widget GUIs, audio 

controllers, and more that lnteroperate behind the scenes in ways 

that would give a celular phone network a run for its money. We 

can control anything, conditionally if necessary, from just apout 

anywhere in the environment. 

Read the rest of the story: INN33.wheatstone.com 

Your IP Question 

Answered 

Q: Why is a distributed 

network like the W 

heatNet-IP better for 

redundancy thar a 

centralized system? 

A: Centralizing network 

management is a single-

point-of-failure waitiny 

to happen, whereas 

distributing network 

resources to every IP 

point naturally bulds in 

redundancy. If one part of the network fails for any reason, the rest 

can keep on functioning Each IP connection point (or WheatNet-

IP BLADE) stores the canfiguration of the entire network onboard, 

which means that failover is immediate. And because WheatNet-

IP BLADEs talk to each other, adding addtional BLADES. onto the 

network is plug-and-play for easy system expansion. 

For more IP Audio News: INN33.wheatstone.com 

He'd Tell You, But Then He'd Have To, 

Well, You Know... 

You know your audio processor is 

doing a good job when the engineer 

says he can't disclose the settings 

because he doesn't want them 

to leak out to his competition. We 

expect that with our AirAura, FM-55 

and other Wheatstone processors. 

But with an I/O BLADE that connects 

together our WheatNet-IP audio 

network? 

That's what they're telling us. To wit: "I 

don't want to tell the world what we're 

doing, but I can tell you we're using one of your streaming presets 

as our starting point," said Cris Alexander, the DOE for Crawford 

Broadcasting. He's referring to our 

BLADE-3s, which serve as I/O connection points in the WheatNet-

IP network but also happen to have powerful audio processing on 

board. Ever the budget-conscious engineer, Cris installed the BLADE-

3s as part of the WheatNet-IP system (with E-6 control surfaces) and 

then assigned them double duty as the processing for web streams. 

He is using BLADE-3s for processing streams ln five markets - 

Crawford's clusters in Denver, Detroit, Birmingham, Chicaoo and Los 

Angeles - for a total of 14 streams. We're talking a very diverse group 

of formats that range from talk to urban. 

Read the rest of the story: INN33.wheats:one.com 
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Talent Station Gets a Pretty Major 

Update 

These little wonders are showirg up everywhere, 

and now they're even better. 

For news booths, interviews, live talk shows or just 

any place you need control over your network and 

programming, Talent Stations have become the number 

one choice. They're tiny, they have exactly what you 

need to dial up a source.and incorporate it into your 

show, as well as talkback and mute, channel on/off 

buttons, and now they even have a headphonn 

and jack ( in 1/4" and 1/8" TAS varieties). 

The TS-4 comes in two formats - horizont. 

or vertical to ensure compatibility with every installation 

Just plug them into your switch and they are up anr' 

running on your WheatNet-IP network. 

To learn more: TS.wheatstone.com 
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On the cover: WestStar TalkRadio Network Technical Director Mike James works the 
controls of a Wheatstone LX-24; Kim Komando is on the set. The photo was taken 
the day before the studios went live. 
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CORRECTION: The March FacOity Showcase, "KEXP's Seattle Home 
Is a 'Wild Mix of Old and New,— incorrectly stated the name of the 
lead designer and architect for KEXP Seattle. The firm's name is SkB 
Architects. 
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Tell us where you think the mic bon is placed on this issue's cover and yet.. could win a Hosa CBT-500 Audic Cable Tester. 

Send your entry to radio@RadaMagC.nline.com by April 22. Be sure to, include your guess, name, lob title, company name, 

mailing address and phone number. No purchase necessary. For comple-e rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com. 

Some of the 55-plus miles 
of cabling in the Kim 
Komando plant. 
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Outstanding Control 
86% Efficiency 

Compact 

Proven NX Series 
Technology with over 

20 Megawatts 
Deployed 



Read This Before 
Heading to Vegas 

es convention time again. If you are 

reading this edition prior to heading 

to Vegas, note that we've included 

some special features for attendees. 

First, we've got a great session list previewing 

the NAB Show's Broadcast Engineering Con-

ference. If you're a regular reader of either the 

print or online editions, I know you'll find this 

list compelling. Secondly, check out a selection 

of some new products, many of which will be 

brand new at the show. In this month's Trends 

in Technology column, we also discuss transmit-

ter products. The North Hall booth numbers are 

included to make your planning a bit easier, too. 

After a couple of days on the floor, kick those 

shoes off and read what the Wandering Engineer 

has to say about the NAB Show in Sign Off. Clear-

ly, he's been to a few spring shows over the years. 

Kim Komando has an incredible new facility 

in Phoenix, Ariz., and we have a tour of it for you 

in our Facility Showcase. Those of you contem-

plating new builds must see this — and make 

time to see video gear at the show. 

And have you heard of "the Netflix of Radio?" 

I'm referring to the NPR One app, which Fardau 

Van Neerden covers this month. Is this the future 

of our industry? 

We're picking up where we left off last time 

with Tech Tips: Our transmitter rehab has now 

reached the final amplifier stage. 

Lee Petro discusses changes the FCC is pro-

posing with the EAS system. This is something 

you need to stay on top of. 

Please say "hello!" if you see me on the exhibit 

floor or attending one of the BEC sessions. It will 

be great to meet you and get some feedback û 

NEW FOR 2016 

Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD 
DRB ' Technical Editor 
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3-INPUT DIGITAL 
AUDIO SIMTCHER 

Ifflchennoinglœrn 

AES DIGISWITCH 3X1 

2 3 

SWITCH IT UP! 
Henry's new AES DigiSwitch 3X1 lets you switch 

between three AES digital audio sources. 

Bit-accurate, zero latency, 
remotely controllable. 

Cool! NO WALL 
WARTS! 

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS: DIGITAL SOLUT .., ANALOG SL.., IONAL, RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE 

11. 111M HENRY ENGINEERING 

Phone: 562.493.3589 • email. Info@henryeng.com 
Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henrys solutions! 
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION 

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD 
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EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DELAY 
, 

PANIC W,11 FOR WAIT REBUILD 

SAFE APID EXIT 

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profan,ty off 
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and 
the FCC. off your back. We invented ne obscenity delay and 
have a scpution for stations large and small that provides up 
to 8C seconds of the highest quality revenue aid License-
protecting delay 

Our new H'D compatible BD600, 24-bit delay, comes standard, 
vvith AES/EBU, and provides up to 83 seconds of memory — 
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable 
Delay and Dump fuictions, and a Sneeze function which 
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze, 
cough, or make a short comment wi:hout beinc heard or. air. 

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and 

RAMP 10 

ZERO 

e 

reduction: Eventide's catch-up an.d catch-down system, 
and an exclusive fast-entry-and-exit feature: which allows 
starthg a broadcast with the delay alreaoy built up to a safe 
amount and ending it with a rapid reduct on of delay. 

or HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DeiayTM mode 
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to oie adjusted in 
real time in 100 nanosecond ncrements. This is useful for 
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on-air, without 
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience. 

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect 
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your 
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your -ack. 

Eventide HD COMPATIBLE, 
Eventide is a registered trademark and fvficroPrec:siion Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc. ©2005 Evemicte Inc 
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by Lee Petro 

FCC Proposes Emergency 
Alert Rule Changes 

he FCC proposed changes to 

the Emergency Alert System at 

its January meeting to make it 

more responsive to local needs 

and ensure the security of the system. The 

commission focused on four goals and sought 

comment on new rules utilizing new technol-

ogy to improve EAS. 

Improving Alerting Organization at State 

and Local Levels: First, the FCC is propos-

ing the adoption of uniform vernacular and 

designations of the various EAS participants 

to eliminate confusion. Also, the commission 

is proposing the adoption of a uniform tem-

plate for state EAS plans and the creation of 

an electronic filing system for the submission 

of the state EAS plans. The FCC noted that the 
current paper-based state EAS plans are not 
uniform, which leads to inconsistent presenta-

tions. Instead, the FCC sought comment on 

the adoption of the model used by the state of 

Washington. It also sought comment on how 

to protect the information that is submitted 

through the new template-based system, sug-

gesting that the use of the National institute 

for States and Technology Cybersecurity 

Framework might satisfy these concerns. 

Building Effective Community-Based 

Public Safety Exercises: The FCC seeks com-

ment on revisions to the rules to permit state 

and local testing of live EAS testing. Generally, 

the use of " live" EAS header codes is prohib-

ited, but the FCC is considering the possibil-

ity of permitting such use, so long as the use 

of " live" EAS codes is not misleading and 

does not cause public confusion. The FCC is 

concerned that these tests are not too frequent 

so to cause "alert fatigue." The commission is 

also seeking comment how to make the testing 

accessible with individuals with disabilities 

and those with limited English language skills. 

TIME All the time 

Trust the name broadcasters have counted on for 
precision master clocks and timing-related products 
for over 40 years—ESE. Our products accurately 
synchronize broadcast operations using a choice 
of GPS, NTP, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for 
affordable, reliable, perfect time—all the time. 

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world-class timing 
systems designed for easy installation, set-up and 
operation. 

142 Sierra Street 
El Segundo, CA 90245 
(310) 322-2136 www.ese-web.com 

See Us At NAB Show Booth #C2539 
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whirlwind 

Introducing 

Whirlwind's THS Family of headphone boxes, 
a new level of control for broadcast announcers. 
THS boxes are ergonomically designed to put the control buttons within 

easy reach of the announcer even while shuffling through stat sheets. The 
headphone amplifiers are designed to deliver powerful, undistorted audio 
that can be heard over an arena full of screaming fans. From our THS 1 to our 
THS 5, you'll find the right configuration to sut your broadcast announcer's 
needs. Check out the whole line on our website and find out which THS box 
is the one for you. 

Made in USA 

1-800-733-9473 I 99 Ling Rd. Rochester, NY 14612 whirlwindusa.com 



DJB Radio "Starter Software Bundle 
SeTIEWTE or MUSIC ON DRIVE- For 1 or 2 Win 7, Sor 10 Computers 
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Leveraging Advancements in Technology: 

Next, the FCC is considering rules to better 

leverage technology to expand the distribution 

of EAS alerts to the public. First, it is consid-

ering changes to existing rules that require 

multichannel video programming distributor 

systems to either direct viewers to a desig-

nated channel during EAS alerts or whether 

MVPDs retain the authority to override EAS 

alerts on a selective basis. In light of the use 

of "smart" television sets and over-the-top 

devices, the FCC sought comment on how to 

ensure that the public is informed, and how to 

distribute EAS alerts to mobile devices such 

as LTE-enabled tablets. As noted, the FCC is 

also concerned that EAS alerts are able to be 

accessed by those with disabilities, and sought 

comments on the use of new technology to 

distribute wireless emergency alerts. 

Securing EAS: Finally, the FCC is con-

sidering rules to secure the emergency alert 

systems. As discussed in 

this column previously, the Enforcement 

Bureau has taken strong actions against 

incidents of EAS misuse, including the 

announcement of "zombie attacks" and 

audio clips that had imbedded EAS alerts 

triggering EAS alerts in multiple states. 

The FCC noted other false EAS alerts 

caused primarily through technical errors 

and inadvertent triggering of the system. 

As a result, the FCC proposed rules 

that would require the adoption of the best 

practices established by the 2014 Communica-

tions Security, Reliability and Interoperability 

Council IV's recommendations. The FCC 

would require EAS participants to provide 

annual certifications that they are complying 

with EAS best practices relating to (i) software 

patch management; (ii) account management; 

(iii) segmentation within the EAS system; and 

(iv) confirmation of compliance with com-

mon alerting protocol digital signatures that 

would prevent inadvertent EAS alerts. The 

FCC is also considering 

the rules to require EAS 

participants to report 

An alerting image on the FEMA webSite. 

DEADLINES 

false EAS alerts and to take steps to prevent 

future false alerts. Finally, the FCC is looking 

whether software -defined network approaches 

could be developed to improve EAS security. 

Commissioner O'Rielly dissented in part, 

raising concerns about the FCC's proposed ex-

pansion of EAS rules into IP-based platforms, 

questioning whether the FCC has the requisite 

statutory authority, and in consideration of 

the costs of compliance with the new rules 

ia light of the extremely rare initiation of 

national EAS alerts. The period for comments 

was not set at this writing. 

Petro is of counsel at Drinker fiddle & Reath LLP. 
Email: lee petro@dbrcorn. 

June 1,2016 — Stations with five or more fill time employees in Ari-
zona, Idaho, Maryland, Afichigan, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Utah, 
Virginia, West Virginia, Mroming and the District of Columbia must 
place their Annual EEO Public File Reports in the statior's public in-
spection file. 

June 1,2016 — Stations with 11 or more full time employees in Michi-
gan and Ohio file their Mid-Term EEO Repert (FCC Form 397) with 
the FCC. 
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Check out the DJB "Starter" Satellite demo video on our website 

NAB 2016 Las Vegas 
Booth 1335 

ONNR SUITE li Web Now /laving 
PRODUCTION SURE a Voice Tracking 
SAMMIE INTEFACE & 66R Recorder 
LOG ELNTDR — Log Reporting & Sat Triggers 
WEB Training vAth PHONE Support 
See more ,OVOCUreS — please bile our webee 
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702-487-3336 www.ceradio.com 
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SEE US AT NAB 
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Broadcast Electronics redefines #N3030 

NiNovATION 
STX 1 n 
Intelligently designed to offer the perfect combination of audio 

quality, reliability, redundancy, serviceability and efficiency, in an 

amazingly compact design! No other 10kVV transmitter can match 

the design, feature set, and BE tradition of providing the best 

value. 

CO111111011011 
FUELING ENGAGEMENT 

Commotion introduces "Denali" A brand new 

mobile app for your station that will be Music to Your 

Eyes! 

di211.11111 
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,AudioVAULTiir 

The latest version of most flexible automation system 

includes enhanced schedule tools such as selective 

Schedule Tracking, Schedule Highlights and more. 

Broadcast Electronics • 4100 North 24th Street • Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A. 
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com • www.bdcast.com 



NABSHOW 
Where Content Comes to Life 

presents challenges with regards to delay and data integrity. Various 

strategies can be deployed which can mitigate the effect of these network 

impairments. We examine these strategies, including differences in trans-

port requirements between analog and digital FM MPX signals and the 

trade-offs they present with respect to bandwidth, scalability and delay. 

Co-Presenters: Keyur Parikh, solutions architect, GatesAir; Junius Kim, 

engineering project manager, GatesAir 

HD RADIO DIVERSITY DELAY FIELD OBSERVATIONS: 

THE NEED FOR AUTOMATIC ALIGNMENT 

SUN. APHIL 1 / 1 1.30 —1 1".M. 1 S11/ 

Audible blending artifacts are the top HD Radio complaint from auto 

manufacturers and consumers. This paper will cover some of the causes of 

drift and how those can be resolved. However, we have learned there are a 

myriad of potential problems that can cause drift that are out of control of 

any individual device that has been traditionally installed in the broadcast 

chain. What is needed is a systems approach to this problem. This paper 

will discuss implementing various combinations of hardware and/or soft-

ware to provide continuous monitoring and adjustment of diversity delay 

in real-time to reduce or eliminate the objectionable blending artifacts 

impacting listeners. 

Presenter: Alan Jurison, senior operations engineer, iHeartMedia 

NAB LABS ALL- DIGITAL AM TEST PROJECT - PART II, 

CO-CHANNEL LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 

APRIL 17 I 2 — 2:30 P.M. I S227 

Since 2012, NAB Labs has been conducting field and laboratory tests 

of the HD Radio all-digital AM system. The purpose of this test project 

has been to characterize the digital coverage performance and interfer-

ence behavior of the all-digital AM signal under a variety of conditions, 

with the goals of better understanding the capabilities and limitations of 

this signal and to develop a technical record of this as-yet unauthorized 

service. This paper provides a brief description of the all-digital AM 

signal, then offers a summary of the co-channel laboratory test results 

obtained by NAB Labs. 

Co-Presenters: Mike Rhodes, senior engineer, Cavell, Mertz and Associ-

ates, Inc; Dan Ryson, senior engineer, Cavell, Mertz and Associates, Inc; 

David Layer, senior director, Advanced Engineering, National Association of 

Broadcasters 

VIRTUAL FUTURE OF BROADCAST AUTOMATION 

APRIL 17 14 — 4:30 P.M. I S227 

As stations look for new ways to protect their data and simplify their 

audio routing, virtualization has grown in popularity. Virtualization 

of your broadcast automation and audio routing means less downtime 

ENID The World's Most Powerful and Flexible 
Radio Software 
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DAD gives you all the tools you need to make your broadcasts sound better, make running your station easier and give you unrivaled power 
and control. DAD will help you reduce costs, make the most of your time and grow with you into the future. 

Turn your radio station into a complete multimedia experience with automated camera switching, music video playout and graphical overlays. 

Manually control every aspect of your production in real time, or let ENCO's award winning automation system take care of everything, 
so you can focus on what really matters. 

It JT Ar,[ . • • 

enco.com/nab 

enco.com 800-ENCO-SYS nfb.com/encosys e@encosys 
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LIVE AND LOCAL, WHEREVER YOU GO 

Generate revenue and create an 
interactive listening experience. 
For only $ 10/month, TagStation provides interactive 

content to make your station stand out in NextRadiD. 

Sign up now! 

HOW TAGSTATION DATA SERVICE 

BENEFITS YOUR RADIO STATION: 

Mobile FM listening with no streaming royalties 

Increased session listening minutes 

Ground- breaking engagement for advertisers 

Real time, robust reporting and measurable ROI 

NEXTRADIO IS AVAILABLE FOR SELEC JEVIC S FROM: 

Sprint F 
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Visit us at NAB Show booth N3833 to learn more. 
Current TagStation subscribers, visit us in Advertiser Pavilion booth N6011 to talk 

about advertising opportunities and for a sneak peek at TagStation reporting. 
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1 Where Content Comes to Life 

for upgrades and maintenance, more secure storage of data, and 

redundant storage of your stations valuable data and configuration 

files. This seminar will discuss the advantages of virtualization and 

present a short case study of one or more stations/media groups using 

virtualized server. An emphasis will be placed on audio routing and 

how a virtual environment can help to protect a station in a time of 

equipment failure. 

Presenter: Paul Stewart, technical support/ R&D engineer, ENCO 

Systems, Inc. 

WHEN NOT TO USE A MOMENT METHOD AM PROOF 

OF PERFORMANCE 

APRIL 17 14:30 — 5 P.M. 1S227 

The adoption of the moment method proof of performance rules 

in MM Docket 93-177 was a monumental step forward into modern 

electromagnetic systems analysis for AM antenna performance. The 

process of this took an inordinate amount of time, but the result was 

a practical and scientifically valid set of procedures for avoiding the 

uncertainties and hazards of measuring magnetic field strengths in 

circumstances fraught with perils. But there are circumstances where 

this method shouldn't be used. 

Presenter: Benjamin Dawson, president, Hatfield & Dawson Consulting 

Engineers, LLC 

ARCHITECTING A STATELESS, VIRTUALIZED, 

ZERO FIXED COST BROADCAST FACILITY 

APRIL 181 11:30 A.M.-12 P.M. I S22-i 

In this paper, we will explore the necessary hardware and software 

configurations, cloud-based models, and on-demand coordination 

of necessary resources. This paper will highlight the usage of Flexible 

Media Clusters, Software Defined Networking and Network Function 

Virtualization, OpenStack, Packet Media Networking solutions to 

replace SDI, software defined storage and resource reservation layers 

to elastically and dynamically provide a highly scalable all-IP based 

broadcasting architecture. 

Presenter: Tom Ohanian, development and media segment strategist, 

Cisco Systems 

The following are some additonal sessions within the Broadcast 
Engineering Conference that will be of interest to radio and 

multiplatform tech managers. For the full schedule, go to 

nabshow.com. 

• Broadcast Engineering 
Conference Keynote 
April 17,9-9:30 a m. 
LVCC S219 

• A Federated System for 
Public Media Metadata 
Delivery 
April 1Z 9:30-10 a.m. 
LVCC S227 

• Digital MPX AES 192 
in the Real World 
April 1Z 11-11:30 a.m. 
LVCC S227 

• Emulation, Expectations 
and Why Things Sound The 
Way They Do 
April 1Z 1-1:30 p.m., 
LVCC S227 

• Real-Life AM Revitalization 
April 1Z 2:30-3 p.m. 
LVCC S227 

• The AES Loudness 
Guidelines for Internet 
Audio and What they Mean 
for Producers, Distributors 
and Listeners 
April 1Z 3-3:30 p.m. 
LVCC S227 

• The Elusive Signature Sound 
April 1Z 3:30-4 p.m. 
LVCC S227 

• Extending IP Audio to the 
Transmitter Using Part 101 
fir Unicensed IP Radios 
April : 9,10:30-11 a.m. 

• Emergency Preparedness 
Apri120,9 a.m.-Noon, 
LVCC S228 

• Continuity of Broadcast 
Operations During Disasters 
April 20,9:30-10 a.m. 

• Cyber-Security and Network 
Integrity for HD Radio 
Broadcasting 
April 20,2:30-3 p.m. 

• AM Bootcamp 
April 20,2:15-3 p.m. 

• FM Boolcamp 
April 20,3-3:45 p.m. 

• Amateur Radio Operators 
Reception 
Apri120,6-8 p.m., 
Westgate Ballroom B 

• Data Networks and the 
Broadcast Plant 
April 21,9 a.m.-Noon, 
LVCC S225 

• Troubleshooting the 
Broadcast IP Network 
April 21,11:30 a.m.-Noon 

Our Next Generation 

iMediaTouch 
pixpius 

iMediaTouch 
Enterprise 

iMediaLogger 5 

of Radio Automation 

Advanced Automation for 

LPFM and single stations 

Gold standard Automation 

for all radio applications 

Automated Audio Logging 

and Content Management 

Booth N2535 

www.imediatouch.com 1-888-665-0501 salesgimediatouch.com 
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We've got a full house at the NICABSHOW ! 
Wbetv Content Comes to Lito 

Stop by BGS booth C2330 
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NEWPRODU S 
SAMPLER 

DaySequerra I TimeLock Series 2 Products 
DaySequerra is out with Series 2 TimeLock products. It says the 

M4 TimeLock Series 2 and M4 TimeLock DDC Series 2 offer greater 

versatility in identifying and synchronizing diversity delay in HD 

Radio broadcasts. 

"Diversity delay is the amount of program audio delay required to 

be inserted into the analog program stream (MPS, or Main Program 

Service) in order to match the inherent delay of the HD Radio HD1 

program," the company says. "While this delay is typically about 8 

seconds, it can vary." 

The original DaySequerra TimeLock algorithm, used in its M4 and 

M4.2 products, measures time alignment of the MPS and HD-1 streams 

with accuracy to one audio sample. It said the new TimeLock algorithm 

maintains this precision with the added capability of working adverse 

conditions, including situations where an FM station is operating in 

mono on the legacy analog side and in stereo on the HD Radio side. 

"Delay capability in the new TimeLock M4 DDC Series 2 is doubled 

to + 7 seconds, allowing a greater range of diversity delay correction 

even with extremely high HD Radio data payloads," it said. 

"In addition, full SNMP support on both products allows broad-

casters to create their own monitoring software, or integrate other 

monitoring systems with the new TimeLock series." 

The M4 TimeLock is compatible with multiple Orban, Omnia and 

Wheatstone processors as well as GatesAir HDE200 exporter and the 

Nautel Exporter Plus. 

The company is offering a free update to the Series 2 algorithm for 

existing M4 TimeLock and M4DDC units. 

www.daysequerra.com 

iMediaTouch 
PixPius 

Automation for LPFM and Small Stations 
All-in-One Solution 
Web Media Portal 
Advanced Features 

Belar Electronics I Automated Channel Scanning 
Belar Electronics has added Automated Channel Scanning to 

its FMCS-1 modulation monitor. 

A release explained: "Automated Channel Scanning was cre-

ated based on a need to simplify on-air compliance and quality 

monitoring in consolidated RF facilities. The automatic scan 

function cycles through up to six presets, making it perfect for 

networks operating multiple stations in a single market." 

The company says the extension of this software function to the 

FMCS-1 brings more value to broadcasters who want to monitor 

multiple FM signals, or a mix of FM and HD Radio signals. The 

software-defined architecture allows existing FMCS-1 customers 

to incorporate Automated Channel Scanning in the field. 

It quoted CEO Mark Grant saying, "Whether monitoring 

FM, HD or a hybrid across several stations, Automated Channel 

Scanning removes the need for separate units for each station, 

simplifying how engineers can receive, review and react to 

signal compliance and performance readings." 

Also at the 2016 NAB Show, Belar will demonstrate Auto-

matic Delay Correction software applications including Time 

Window Expansion and Delay Ramping. 

Time Window Expansion expands the time window by up 

to eight times, and leverages an "auto range mode" to track the 

delay and open the correction window if the delay drifts outside 

the allotted range. Sample resolutions are automatically in-

creased or decreased to pull the delay back within the window. 

Delay Ramping is a gradual ramping feature for broadcast-

ers correcting HD Diversity Delay with an audio processor. 

It drives smoother transitions between time adjustments, 

eliminating the perceptible jump that listeners experience as the 

broadcast shifts between analog and HD. 

http://belar.com 

technologies 

iMediaTouch MiMediaLogger 5 
Enterp-ise 

Advanced Automation Solution Digital Audio Logging 
Fully Customizable User Interface Enhanced Web Portal 

Web Media Portal Up to 24 Channels 
Rain Delay Features Listen Live 

See the all new iMediaTouch and iMediaLogger Ne/I3SHOW Booth N2535 i• Where Content Comes to Life 
-fflunimpulee  

www.imediatouch.. com 1-888-665-050141111 sales@imediatouctmen 
1111111Milir 
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The New SWP-300 Series Controllers from BDI 

»I Ill 

Now 
With Control, Status and analog input» 

Now do more with the SWP-300 series controller. The SWP-300 now has more control and 

status to complete the job! Direct Connection to RF Switches, Temperature/Pressure Sen-

sors and BD! DPS-100D True RrAs Power Monitors plus more control and status channels! 

Intelligent web enabled 

tronsmitter site control 

and monitoring 

Visit us at NAB 

Booth C2330 

Broadcasters General 

Store at NAB 2016! 

• 
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AES-402 AES/E8U SWITCHES / DA 
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Add a BD! AES-400 series audio switcher 

line and the BD! Stack remote software 

and you have a complete control system 

for your transmitter site with nothing 

else needed to stay in control! 

BD! Stack Windows and Android Console 

*Tel. (914) 737-5032 www.broadcast-devices.com 

• 

bdi 
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Teenagers Really Love 
Having DAD in the Studio 
by Ronald Wittebols 

here's a great deal of innovation 

that targets the commercial and 

non-commercial broadcast in-

dustries — most seemingly aimed 

at "big-time' operators or network content 

creators — but there's a niche for the smaller 

operator, too. ENCO Systems in Southfield, 

Mich., continues to refine its field-proven auto-

mation workhorse to provide unique operating 

solutions, some of which even a high school 

radio station can use to advantage. 

WBFH/Bloomfield Hills is an award-

winning, nationally-recognized public service 

station of the Bloomfield Hills School District, 

situated among Detroit's northern suburbs. 

WBFH is unusual in that it is a high school radio 

station, one of just 13 in the state of Michigan. 

It is staffed and run by teenagers and has been a 

fixture on the FM dial at 88.1 MHz since 1976. 

The station has attracted a great deal of 

attention since moving in September from a 

284-827-440 

www.enco.com 

saIes@enco.com 

temporary converted-classroom studio in the 

back of the former Lahser High School to new, 

glass-walled, highly visible showcase studios 

smack-dab in the middle of the brand-new 

Bloomfield Hills High School. 

As one can imagine, there have been a great 

many changes to the operations side of the 

program, but we continue to rely on the DAD 

automation system from ENCO. 

WBFH has been using ENCO's DAD system 

and software for more than a decade and a 

half. ENCO's philosophy of continuous process 

improvement fits in with our mission statement 

to provide state-of-the-art technical equipment 

and real-world experience for our students, from 

which each can fashion a skill set that will trans-

form them into great communicators, whether 

they choose to pursue a career in mass communi-

cations or to use their talents in other disciplines. 

Some technical details: Our DAD System 

is configured for four studios; each has a com-

puter that is linked to the ENCO DAD server, 

on which is all of our music and production 

material. It's a straightforward arrangement. We 

have about 4 terabytes of storage available at 

this time. 

\it 

Senior Jonah Lopas does a quick rundown 
on current sports news. 

EASE OF USE 

We've seen the growth of DAD'S power and 

versatility and are sold on its many virtues. 

Forget for a moment its many complex tools 

and powerful engine; the first consideration for 

us is ease of use. 

WBFH educates and turns neophytes in to 

broadcasters. Although most youngsters have 

mastered smartphones and video games, the 

thought of being behind a microphone while 

driving a computer can be a bit intimidating, 

even for the most savvy teen. 

AU Audio Distribution 
Analog Digital 

ADA208-XLR DDA21 2-XLR 

ATI's analog and digital distribution amplifiers provide Mission Critical Service. 

Order today: 856-719-9900 
Sales@ATIAudio.com 
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The work areas in DAD allow for quick access to playlists music 
libraries and other convenient playback tools. 

The Presenter component of the DAD system is graphically simple 

and easy to follow. The screen is divided in two: six automation slots on 

the left side of the screen and the ability to call up any number of other 

tools on the right. The clean lines and logical layout afford a quick-learn 

for someone using our DAD automation for the first time. We've had 

elementary and middle school-age children — as well as school board 

members — mastering the operation quickly. (We offer air time to all 

elementary and middle school students as well as district members.) A 

drag-and-drop motion has the host playing hit music in seconds and 

gaining on-air confidence in minutes. 

CUSTOMIZATION 

Of the automation systems on the market, DAD provides us the 

best tools with which to customize the look and feel of our automation 

system. 

A right-click on the task bar of an open window allows our staff to 

change the colors and the font size of the screen graphics. This may not 

be that important from the broadcast engineering perspective, but that's 

an important factor when your school colors are purple, black and silver. 

Teens love to show their school spirit every chance they get. 

HIT MUSIC. HOT TOPICS. SPORTS TALK. AND DROP BOX. 

For the most part, music plays during the course of the broadcast day. 

The music is picked and processed by the many members of our music 

department. When processing music, there many tasks at hand: setting 

heads and tails, establishing segue markers, normalizing the cut and 

then sorting the music to the correct storage folder on the hard drive. 

The Dropbox component of DAD ensures that tasks are completed 

uniformly. We set the rules and Dropbox takes care of everything from 

converting audio to injecting it in to the DAD library. Again, a drag-

and-drop from one of our three production rooms sends the audio file 

to Dropbox and then off to our master server. (Desktop icons connected 

to our main server allow quick sorting and processing.) The same goes 

"To have a great idea, have a lot of them." 
y-T-hornas A. Edison 

Nee BS H OW 
Where Coreefit Comes to Lite 

North Hall - Booth N2015 

April 18-21, 2016 in Las Vegas 

Stop by to discuss a project, 
or just to see our newest product.' 

.'"4111111111. 

4,d011Pt 
For over 50 years Shively Labs has designed and 

manufactured FM products to work flawlessly; 

at any site, under any conditions, and at any 

power level; year after year, after year. 

Whether it's one of our newest innovative designs, 
40, 

or a decades-proven classic, you can rely on 

!Shively's product range and people to provide the 

specific solution, for your specific project. 

Call Toll:Free: (888) SHIVELY 
or visit us on the Web at: www.shively.com-41111111 

ShiveFi Lab 
A Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc Bridgton Maine 0400 

- An Employee-Owned Company since 1995 - 
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Senior Matthew Brernecke, right, interviews Doomfield Hills High School student Colin Barnes. 

for audio production of our promos, public 

service announcements, liners and donor an-

nouncements. 

WBFH is run completely by teenagers, and 

not every student has the time, the motivation 

or the patience to immerse him- or herself in 

the wonders of what DAD can do, and that's 

understandable. Our core student managers 

have simplified much of the daily process, en-

abling maximum efficiency from our staffers. 

While concentrating on the best-of-the-

old and the best-of-the-new music available, 
a great many of our staffers love to talk about 

current events, news and sports. The ability to 

create mini arrays of audio drops in Presenter 

allows our students to be creative by includ-

ing actualities and sound effects during their 

broadcasts. Since teens often forget to arm the 

recording decks in DAD, the neatest feature 

for our managers is the timed audio back-

ground recording feature that lets us capture 

the sports events we cover as well as keepsake 

programming featuring parents of our staffers 

on the air. 

SUPPORT 
The support team at ENCO has been out-

standing. Not only do they have the patience 

to answer our questions and help us get back 

on track when an occasional curious teenager 

messes with some DAD settings, but team 

ENCO goes out of its way to offer advice on 

how to tailor their software to high school 

radio operations. Because of this, we recom-

mend ENCO to existing and future online 

and low-power FM broadcasters in need of 

powerful software tool to succeed. It's helped 

WBFH become one of the most-recognized and 

celebrated community broadcasters in the state 

of Michigan. 

Wittebols is the WBFH assistant station manager/ 

technical director for BloomfieAl Hes Schools, 
Bloomfield Hills, Mich, 

The winner is drawn from the correct entries ter the issue 
two months prior No purchase necessary For compere 
rules, go to RachoMagOnline.corn. 

FIND THE IVIIC WINNER 
FEBRUARY ISSUE 

Congratulations to 

Mike Bircisill 
Chief Engineer 

North State Public Radio 
Radio KCHO/KFPR 

California State University, Chico 

He won a Hosa 
UXA-110 Trac clink 
USB interface 

The mic is on the bottom corner 

of one of the computer screens 

www.hosatech.com 
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PROBLEMSOLVED 

Cox Gets in the Stream 
Cox Media Group, based in Atlanta, oper-

ates 59 radio stations in 11 markets, in addition 

to 14 television stations, seven daily newspa-

pers and about a dozen non-daily publications. 

Tim Clarke, senior director of digital 

audience (radio) for CMG, was tasked with 

the delivery of CMG's radio products across 

all web and mobile platforms in support of all 

listener preferences. 

Tim made contact with StreamGuys, a ser-

vice provider of live and on-demand stream-

ing, podcasting delivery and software-as-a-

service toolsets. The company is active in the 

development and deployment of technologies 

such as dynamic ad insertion, mobile stream-

ing and detailed business and data analytics; 

it provides provide support to TV and radio 

broadcasters, podcasters, video and audio 

production companies. 

Its SGSuite of products, now used by CMG, 

includes SGPlayer, an HTML5 multimedia 

player that is "custom-skinned" for each of 

CMG's stations. SGPlayer's metadata support 

delivers the relevant information that comple-

ments the audio stream, including song/artist 

data, album art, recently played tracks and so-

cial media links. SGplayer is also an approved 

Nielsen SDK player, meaning that it will pass 

the data that Nielsen uses to measure audience 

size. This is especially important now that 

Nielsen's Digital Audio Ratings Service has 

been introduced. 

The suite also includes SGrecast, which 

allows multiple users to turn linear broadcasts 

into podcasts of any length, with near-imme-

diate turnaround to consumers. 

StreamGuys' SaaS architecture integrates 

the company's business software platforms, 

including a custom package for enhanced 

royalty reporting. This allows Cox Media 

Group to deliver information to the RIAA 

and SoundExchange about when and where 

songs were played in an automated manner, 

simplifying workflow by eliminating manual 

data entry and paperwork. 

rta RE 
You can learn more about SGSuite, 

and other products from StreamGuys 

by visiting their website at 

www.streamguys.com. 

INF 

Included in the software pack-

age is SGreports, for in-depth 

audience analytics and stream 

metrics, along with detailed logging and re-

porting for ad playout and exposure. SGalerts 

Strea mGuys 

is used for e-mail-based notification of 

performance issues network-wide. 

Solved a problem recently? Tell us 

about it. Write to radio@radiomagonline.com, 

attention Problem Solved. U 

Hold onto your listeners. 

Stay on the air with ARC Plus Touch and SNMP Plus. 

Now it's easier than ever to connect to remote 

site equipment with SNMP P!us — the powerful 

new SNMP Manager inside tne ARC Plus Touch. 

Connect to any SNMP enabled device on your 

LAN or WAN. Map SNMP data directly to ARC 

Plus meter and status channels. Combine SNMP 

with traditional parallel I/O in comprehensive 

automated functions. 

With ARC Plus Touch and optional SNMP Plus 

you get total control of your remote facility. 

Call now for more informafion. 

Buy an ARC Plus Touch and get 

SNMP Plus and AutoPilotO free. 

Now through June 30, 2016. 

www.burk.com I sales@burk.com 978-486-0086 x700 
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ARC-8 
only $849 

ARC- 10 
from $ 1,699 

ARC- 15 
from $3,799 

MARC-15 
from $5,499 

Digilink-Xtreme 

ow= 

www.arrakis-systems.com 

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

ALWAYS THE 
LEADER 

For more than 30 years, 

Arrakis Systems has led the way 

with ground breaking innovations in Radio 

console, automation, and studio furniture 

technologies. Now with Bluetooth inside, you 

have wireless Cell phone Er Streaming 

... no Hybrid needed! 

00.00.00 

Digilink-HD 

Minn MEW Wall= 
MIN MEW 
IMEIM Mani MIN 

Orgall WPM MU 
NMI MOM MU 
MGM mew menu 



NEW... 

ANC-8 Blue 
Bluetooth, wireless, 
Cell phone interface E 
stereo streaming 

- Eight channels 

- Stereo Program output 

- 2 mic, 4 stereo line, PC, E Phone in 

- USB interface for play and record from a PC 

- Mix minus in- out for an external Telephone hybrid 

- BOTH balanced and unbalanced inputs and output for flexibility 

The BEST of both analog and digital. With the NEW 
Bluetooth built in, the ARC-8 features a wireless 
Cell phone interface for telephone talk shows and 
wireless audio streaming from any Bluetooth 
device such as an MP3 player. The ARC-8 Blue 
also features a built in LISB scund card to play 
and record in digital directly from both Windows 
Apple * PCs. With BOTH balanced and unbal-

anced inputs and outputs, the ARC-8 works out 
of the box in any Radio application. 

Fast, easy installation: 
- RCAs for unbalanced 10, 
- Cat5s for balanced inputs, 
- XLRs for mics S Program output 

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC. 
919ICW9 imr• 

ND Hybrid 
\ required 

long life switches, 
conductive plastic faders, 

Socketed ' Cs for fast on site repair, 

Bluetooth enabled !!! The #1 selling ARC-8 advanced Radio console has gone 'Blue'... Bluetooth enabled that is! This means that 

Channel seven on the console can be paired to any Bluetooth enabled audio device such as your Cell phone, MP3 player, MP3 recorder- editor, 

and more. Just pair your cell phone to the ARC-8 and answer your incoming calls with the ' Call' button and drop them with the Drop button, 

just like a standard phone hybrid. The Caller receives the console bus mix (minus' the caller audio) so there is no feedback. DR... you can pair 

any Bluetooth enabled audio device such as an 1pad, Tablet device, or MP3 player and stream full bandwidth, high quality stereo (AMP) audio 

to channel seven on the console. If a paired Cell phone call comes in, then the stereo stream is dropped and the call can be answered. While 

an external hybrid is not needed, Arrakis does all of this while still allowing an external phone hybrid to be connected if desired. Your imagi-

nation is the only limit with this amazing console !!! 

*USE sound card supports USB HID compatible PCs 

list price S1,099 
www.arrakis-systems.com 



FACILITYSHOWCASE 

America's Digital Goddess 
Looks Better Than Ever 
by Marc Lehmuth 

V 
ideo is changing radio. Many 

radio stations and networks are 

adding a video component to 

their programming these days. 

Streaming video, video podcast and subscrip-

tion video services allow radio broadcasters to 

reach a larger audience like never before. The 

days of slapping a webcam in the corner of the 

studio are gone. 

Some of today's radio studios look and 

function more like a TV studio than a radio 

studio, and Kim Komando's new $7.5 million 

broadcast facility in Phoenix takes it to the 

next level. 

Komando, "America's Digital Goddess," 

had called the WestStar TalkRadio Network's 

6,000-square-foot studios in Phoenix home 

since 1994. WestStar syndicates nine specialty 

radio programs carried on more than 1,500 

radio stations that touch more than 24 million 

listeners a week. 

In 2014, Komando and her husband and 

longtime business partner E. Barry Young, 

WestStar's president/CEO, started making 

plans to build a new 24,000-square-foot broad-

cast facility including corporate offices, digital 

sales, entertainment, film operations, with a 

24-hour network broadcast operations center, 

including all online operations. They wanted 

the centerpiece to be a 3,500-square-foot, 

10-camera, HD-video studio to enhance their 

video component. 

TEAM BUILDING 

To build a radio studio in a TV studio 

for Komando, WestStar brought together an 

outstanding group of designers, engineers and 

integrators. 

Innovative Show Design provided scenic 

design and integration, lighting design with 

more than 270 light fixtures and graphic pack-

ages for the project. Their portfolio includes 

sets and lighting designed for Super Bowl 49, 

Kim Komando waves to technicians during a sound check in the new studios. 

College Football Awards, NBA TV, NFL Draft 

and World Series of Poker and many more. 

Technical Innovation Broadcast Solutions 

Group spearheaded the TV master control 

(production control room), machine room 

(technical core), audio master, studio pictures, 

lobby pictures and front entrance sign design 

and integration. Some of their projects include 

Encompass Digital Media, Digital Conver-

gence Alliance, KTVA TV facility buildout, 

KXAS TV facility buildout, Primerica-Corpo-

rate Broadcast Studio. 

Jim Hibbard of Pacific Mobile Record-

ers Studio Builders provided design and 

integration of audio acquisition, storage and 

distribution throughout the facility. He was 

also responsible acoustical design of all the 

studios. 

ROADWAY NOISE 

This in itself is a major project. Acoustic 

material developments and technology have 

come a long way from egg crates and carpeted 

walls. Hibbard worked with architects and 

mechanical engineers to specify wall designs 

and HVAC specifications. 

Most architects and mechanical engineers 

have no practical knowledge of acoustics, and 

most have never worked on broadcast facili-

ties. Most of what they know is theory gained 
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in school. Hibbard bridged this gap between 

theory and practical applications with his 30 

years of experience of designing and building 

some 400 broadcast and recording studios. 

One of the design factors was isolation of 

the noise from a nearby major thoroughfare. 

This was accomplished by using some of 

the new techniques for studio construction, 

such as a low-frequency viscoelastic polymer 

material manufactured by Acoustiblock. This 

3 mm layer of material over a standard stud 

wall equates to the sound reduction of 12-inch 

poured concrete. Used on both sides would 

produce the same isolation at 24 inches of 

solid concrete. As sound waves hit this mate-

rial, they cause it to flex and it transforms the 

sound to a small amount of heat. The visco-

elastic principle is isothermal adiabatic. 

In addition to Acoustiblock, Hibbard speci-

fied two layers of QuitRock sheetrock. Each 

layer of this sheetrock reduces sound transfer 

by up to eight times that of regular drywall. 

WestStar's fiber racks. 

There was a combination of double wall and 

staggered stud construction with Rockwool 

insulation. Some of the walls were covered with 

Echostop perforated plasterboard to control the 

acoustics. 

Hibbard had to pay particular attention to 

the HVAC design by adding additional supply 

vents and damping down the system to slow 

down the airflow. In addition to the HVAC 

noise, the room had mostly hard surfaces like 

a concrete floor and a Plexiglas desk reflect-

ing sound throughout the studio. Beside the 

acoustic material on the walls, Hibbard came 

back after the lighting was done and added 

FACILITY FOCUS: WESTSTAR TALK RADIO, PHOENIX, ARIZ. 

Studio Technology 
Studio Technology designs, constructs, delivers and installs 

technical furniture for radio and television. We provide true cus-

tom furniture that is price competitive with modular furniture, not 

a cookie cutter solution that is customized. We can also provide 

and warranty higher-end furniture using solid surface materials 

because we are certified fabricators. 

Studio Technology furniture can be found in broadcast fa-

cilities both large and small countrywide because our goal is to 

develop a design that fits your budget and operational needs. 

We will work with your architect, systems integrator and local 

staff and offer complete delivery and installation using our own 

employees. 

www.studiotechnology.com I 610-925-2785 

Advertisement 

Wheatstone 
The "Kim Komando Show" can be viewed on her television 

network streamed over the Internet, and is distributed to 450 ra-

dio stations from an IP-based studio facility in Phoenix. 

Each major studio is localized on its own edge Ethernet switch 

and has a WheatNet-IP BLADE-3 I/O interface. The switch is in turn 

connected to a core Ethemet switch located !n operations control. 

Just about everything and anything audio related is hanging 

off of, routed through, or controlled by a WheatNet-IP audio net-

work, includng consoles, audio sub-mixes, salvos to stop and 

start automation and satellite cues — even mic processing and 

IFB. For more see wheatstone.com/wheat-netes/current-issue-

television/3116-kim-komando-goes-ip-audio 

www.wheatstone.com I 252-638-7000 
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The VVestStar racks are much like those at any radio station, with multiple generations of 

equipment represented. Everything from video monitors to Zephyr Classics to Wheatstone 
Blades all have their role in the system. 

CRANE 

batting in the ceiling. Most of the batting used 

on the walls and in the ceiling was a recycled 

cotton material manufactured by several com-

panies. This material can be left exposed due to 

its non-irritating properties, unlike fiberglass 

panels that must be covered. 

On the studio walls outside the TV studio 

itself, walls were constructed with a framework 

that the cotton panels were wedged into, and 

then covered with tight fabric. Particular at-

tention was made to the selection of acousti-

cal tiles of the drop ceilings in the studios, to 

make sure they performed well in a studio 

environment. There was care taken to wrap the 

conduits in the studio to eliminate sound trans-

mission. Hibbard's major objective was making 

these studios as quiet and dead as possible. 

COMPLEX FEEDS 

Because of the complexity of feeds, and back 

feeds needed for this project and the complex 

control and signaling required, Hibbard chose 

Everyone reildr.DA converters 

DAVE HILL DESIGNs Quantum series convertérs 
uncompromised clocking 
and more 
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Studio 125 Radio Master control with its Wheatstone LX24. 

Wheatstone for the audio and distribution in 

the facility 

There are two LX24 consoles, one in each of 

master control and the control room studio on 

the first floor; one L12 in TV master control; 

and one L8 in each of production 1 and 2. 

Wheatstone's M4-IP3 blades handle all of the 

microphone processing in the plant. All PC and 

automation audio utilizes WDM audio drivers 

with 128 virtual logic ports. Wheatstone's OLED 

Programmable Ethernet Button Panels handle all 

of the intercom and talkback needs, and interface 

to the Clear-corn TV intercom system. There are 

two Aura8-IP blades in the TOC to control and 

smooth feeds in and out of the facility. 

During the show, TV master control takes 

a stereo bus from the Wheatstone LX24 in the 

radio control room. During commercial breaks, 

Komando will get up from the table and move 

around the set. The radio breaks are longer 

than TV breaks, so Komando and her guest use 

lavalier microphones to feed audio to TV during 

this time. Hibbard installed a Wheatstone L12 

console in the TV master control where the TV 

audio technician mixes these lavalier micro-

phones for these breaks. Because of the power of 

IP audio, the mix of these lavalier microphones 

can be potted up in radio master control, if 

Komando or her guests do not end up back at the 

desk in time. 

Vince Fiola of Studio Technology Studio 

Furniture designed, delivered and installed 

the studio furniture for the project. Fiola 

worked with Hibbard to assure sightlines were 

We are mobile. 
"All my stations are 
up and running and 
looking good!" 

2G0 
Control your Zetta in-studio automation system 
from any web enabled device. 

• Fife Hot Kee from your Zetta2G0 device 

• Record and nsert a voice track right from Zetta2G0 

• See ycur log when you are at a remote broadcast — paper free 

• Full, real-time integration with GSelector; your changes are 
reconciled ilstantly 
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maintained and that ergonomic needs were met on the Cohan-topped furniture. 

This was accomplished by designing the furniture to allow for some adjust-

ment to compensate for construction variations, and by cutting all of the console 

cutouts, monitor arm, microphone are placements on site. Hibbard selected Yel-

lowtec Mika arms and Heil Sound booms and accessories throughout the space. 

Attention to detail and ergonomics were priorities for the studio layouts. 

CUSTOM CABLES 

Hibbard approaches project planning differently than most integrators. 

He doesn't have 100 percent of the design or layout of each and every wire in 

the plant before the install. He utilizes a general input list for sizing the system and 

specifying the equipment that is needed. He doesn't configure anything until he 

has the opportunity to observe the operators and then he configures the system 

around their needs. He has a general layout that he tweaks during the installation. 

He maintains a balance between keeping the client comfortable with how they are 

accustomed to doing things, while utilizing the power of new technologies. 

All of the net cues for the radio broadcast are handled through Wheatstone 

logic. The NexGen automation system provides these "closures" and turns off 

and on channels on the boards via the WDM drivers to Wheatstone. Button 

panels can augment or add closures as needed, directly into the IP system 

from anywhere. Net cues are connected to GPIOs in the Wheatstone system 

from satellite receivers to flash buttons for instant feedback of these cues to the 

Studio 207, Radio Production A 

Studio 

Radio Systems, Inc. 

601 Heron Drive 

Logan Township, NJ 08085 

(856) 467-8000 phone 

(856) 467-3044 fax 

www.studiohub.com 

>e; ADAPT! with StudioHub+ 
Your new console or 111D router now comes with native 

StudioHub+ connectivity — making it easy to use 
the full range of StudioHub+ products. 

Use ADAPTERS and powered peripherals 
like MATCHMCK format converters 

and HEADPHONE amps to ccinnecti 
seamlessly with CAT-5 pre-made 

PATCH CABLES. Plug-and-pay 
all your analog or dig,tal 

gear to every piece 
of studio and 

viokfb rack-mon 
gear. 

Is 
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operators. Wheatstone scripts can be written 

to monitor these return net cues and resend 

missing ones automatically in the event of a 

communication glitch. 

With modern IP audio systems, there is 

no longer a need for rows and rows of punch 

blocks. Most of the wiring in these projects 

is point to point without the use of premade 

adaptors. Hibbard custom makes each cable for 

the project utilizing standard stranded shielded 

Cat-5e cable with a factory RJ-45 on one end 

and the connectors needed at the other. 

ON-MIC 
Hibbard uses a Neumann BCM 104 condens-

er microphone as Komando's main microphone, 

and the guests are on Neumann KMS 104 con-

denser microphones. As anyone that has used a 

condenser microphone in a studio knows, it will 

pick up spider footsteps from 10 feet. Hibbard 

added additional batting in the ceiling and was a 

lot more aggressive on the microphone process-

ing, because TV is not miked as tight as radio. 

Hibbard chose Wheatstone M4-IP3 blades for all 

microphones processing, because the down-

ward expansion is identical to the MI, which he 

utilizes any chance he can. He's also used these 

processors on the lavalier microphones for "The 

Rich Eisen Show" and "The Dan Patrick Show" 

The TV side uses a Clear-Com intercom 

system with wireless belt packs to communicate 

with camera operators and technicians. Hib-

bard took all of the inputs and outputs of the 

Clear-Corn system and switches it through the 

Wheatstone system. It became a hybrid intercom 

system between Clear-Corn and Wheatstone uti-

lizing the powerful mixers, built into each blade, 

to handle mixing and switching. For the phone 

system, Hibbard took a Telos TWOx12 system 

and replaced the ISDN cards with POTS cards. 

The telephone service comes in the facility via a 

Ti that is converted to POTS and connected to 

the Telos TWOx12 system. 

Distribution of the radio program is via 

good old ISDN. Banks of Telos Xstreams and 

Telos Classic ISDN codecs carry the primary 

audio to the Westwood One TOC. In addition, 

WestStar uses Comrex BRIC-Links as a redun-

dant path to the TOC. 

WestStar needed reliable Internet service in 

their new facility. They installed two 1 gigabit 

fiber lines from two separate providers utilizing 

Border Gateway Protocol. This assures reliable 

22 Tower Road 

Raymond, ME 04071 USA 
+1 800.341.9678 

and redundant Internet service to support West-

Star's in-house hosting of all its websites, audio 

streaming and the reliable delivery of the video 

broadcast to Tata Communication for video 

streaming distribution. 

Radio continues to evolve and change to 

maintain its place in multimedia entertainment. 

This new facility for WestStar TalkRadio Net-

work and "The Kim Komando Show" is a perfect 

example of the marriage of radio and TV. 

Got a facility for us to consider featuring? 

Email dirwin@nbmedia.cam. 

Trusted for Decades 
Ready for Tomorrow 

Please visit us al BOOTH C2213 

Contact us just as you have before for 

all your latest needs, or with any questions. 

We look forward to working with you for 

many decades to come. 

www.dielectric.com 

@dielectric_LLC 
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Don't Stroll by These 
Transmitter Manufacturers 
by Doug Irwin, CPBE DRB AMD 

hen I walk through the doors at 

the Las Vegas Convention Center, 

inevitably, I make a beeline for the 

transmitter manufacturers' booths. 

Most of my colleagues do the same thing. 

Aside from consoles and routing systems, 

nothing represents a larger commitment on your 

part than the purchase of a new transmitter, and 

therefore, they deserve a particularly high level 

of study. It's easy to look primarily at the most 

well-known companies and then move on to the 

next item on your list; but there are other manu-

facturers out there worthy of your attention. In 

this article we're going to look at many of them. 

I'm also including the booth numbers of the 

companies exhibiting at the NAB Show, which 

should make your floor planning a little easier. 

Quite a few manufacturers offer AM trans-

mitters and Armstrong Transmitter is one of 

them. Their X-500B and X-1000B models are 

rated for 600 W and 1200 W, respectively (out-

put via rear panel PL-259 connector), and use 

up 7 RU of rack space (20-inches deep). 

Using a PDM modulation scheme, the units 

are capable of 150-percent positive modulation 

The Armstrong X- 1000B — fitting 
in seven rack units. 

peaks (remember — the legal limit is 125 

percent). They perform at 80 percent overall 

efficiency (AC to RF out). Remote control GPIO 

remote control is accomplished via a rear-apron 

dB25 connector. 

Armstrong also offers FM transmitters; the 

T series, which is a single-tube, grounded-grid 

design, comes in power levels up to 35 kW. 

Their line of solid-state transmitters includes 

the FM-2500B, the FM series B (up to 12.5 kW) 

and the series C (up to 6.5 kW). 

YOU IlESERVE oPerinims 
Eliminate HD Radio air chain time alignment issues automatically 

HD Radio 

BELAR 
M MONITOR 

• fraarity Level: .1.0 dB 
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• Multi-Scan function for delay corrections on up to 6 stations in a market 
• Automatic expansion/contraction of time window for fast accurate corrections 
• Ramping function for smooth transitions between time adjustments 

BELAR 
610-687-5550 • BELAR.COM • SALES@BELAR.COM 
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Bext XL-2000 

Bext (N5434) is probably best known for 

their XL-series line of solid-state FM transmit-

ters. The XL-2000 can generate (as you would 

expect) 2000 W but uses only two rack spaces. 

Power is adjustable from 0 to full power, with 

soft-start control; APC maintains the output 

power at any preset level. (Type 7-16 female DIN 

output connector is its standard; 7/8-inch EIA 

flange connector is an option.) 

The XL series features a "modular layout with 

plug-in, easily replaceable circuits and parts," 

according to their literature, and also includes a 

low pass/harmonic filter that meets or exceeds 

all FCC and CCIR requirements. Access to set-

tings and all readings is available on the front 

panel via menu display, but full remote control 

is also provided by way of IP. Options include 

AES input and internal stereo generator with a 

fast audio clipper. 

Bext recently announced a 

6000 W version of the XL series. 

As the name implies, it can gen-

erate up to 6000 W of RF, using 

four RUs. 

The STX 10 is Broadcast Elec-

tronics' newest solid-state FM 

transmitter, requiring 22 RU of 

vertical space in a standard rack 

(30-inches deep). It can be seen at 

booth N3030. STX 10 makes use 

ote 

XTRA 

The inexpensive STL and Multipoint IP audio 

codec with: Dual Power Supplies, Audio File 
Backup via SDHC card, aptX® Enhanced. 

AAC-ELD v1 and v2 

TiIine 
The Codec Company 

www.tieline.com 

of hot-pluggable power amplifier modules and 

power supply modules, and achieves 70 percent 

AC-to-RF efficiency. ( If you are planning to 

transmit HD Radio, you would then equip the 
STX 10 with a STXe 500 exciter.) 

The STX 10 can be accessed from any PC, 

tablet or smartphone and is also SNMP V2 

and V3 compatible. In fact, BE announced the 

release of a direct connection interface with 

the Davicom remote controls, making use of 

the built-in SNMP agent in the STX 10, and the 

SNMP manager in Davicom's DV-mini and the 

DV-208/216 remote controls. STX 10 can also be 

used in an N+1 system, or in a single frequency 

network, due to a delay feature in the exciter. 

BE offers transmitters in five power ranges. 

The largest single-tube transmitter line is the T-

series with a range of 20 and 40 kW; the S-series 

offers a completely solid-state solution in the 4 

to 20 kW range; the solid-state C-series range is 

from 500 W to 5 kW; the STX-LP 

series range from 1 to 5 kW; and 

the STXe from 5 W up to 500 W. 

BE produces two lines of AM 

transmitters: The A series (500 W 

to 10 kW) and the E series, at 2.5 

or 5 kW. 

BW Broadcast (N2838) has a 

growing line of transmitters. 

Let's take a look at the TX2500 

V2. As the name suggests, it tops 

out at 2500 VV, but perhaps more 

tOTAL 
More 41 stations use Omni° than any other processor. 

Rise above the noise with a signature sound that jumps off the die 

Greatness awaits. 

OMNIAAUDIO.COM/11 

timer 
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Every Box 

Merlin 
PLUS 

SmartStrearr PLUS dual IP streaming 
* Dual Power Supplies 
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The Coded Company 

www.tieline.com 
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Advanced Dynamic OS Encoding 
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Decode & display US data 
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BVV Broadcast D(2500 V2 
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importantly, it's an all-in-one solution, meaning 

that it offers an exciter and power amplifier in 

one box, taking up three RU; the output connec-

tor is a 7/16-inch DIN. Additionally, the TX2500 

V2 includes audio processing from BW, as well 

as its own stereo generator (although, since it 

has a composite input, you can use any proces-

sor/stereo generator combo to drive it). 

It has one "slide-in" power supply module 

and is spec'd to run between 220 and 240 VAC. 

AC to RF efficiency is listed at 75 percent at the 

2500W output level. The user-interface consists 

of 3 buttons, a rotary encoder, and a 256 by 64 

graphics display. 

Provisions for remote control include GPIO 

via rear-panel dB9 connector; remote control 

by way of rs-232; and remote control via IP 

(HTTP or telnet). 

Continental Electron-

ics (N3430) continues to 

offer the 816R line of FM 

transmitters and the 816-

HD and 816-HDR lines 

(HDR meaning "HD-

ready"). The 816R line covers the power range 

of 11 to 40 kW, using the same three-bay design 

for the last 30 years, with the 4CX15000A, 

the 4CX20000E or the 4CX25000C (depend-

ing upon power level, of course) driven by the 

solid-state IPA. 

The 816HD family of transmitters is based 

on three different analog FM and HD power 

levels: the 816HD-20 for power up to 20 kW; 

the 816HD-25 up to 25 kW of power; and the 

liquid-cooled 8I6HD-28L for applications up to 

30 kW of analog power. 

Common features of the Continental line 

of FM transmitters are the single-tube design; 

solid-state IPA; SCR "soft-start;" automatic 

power output control; use of the quarter-

wave cavity in the output amplifier; use of the 

Continental's 816R series 

comes in red livery. 

grounded screen grid circuit using 

screen neutralization; automatic fila-

ment voltage regulation; automatic 

power interrupt recycle; two indepen-

dent VSWR protection circuits; and a 

positive-pressure cabinet, which helps 

to keep the inside of the transmitter clean. 

If you are in the market for a lower power 

transmitter, then by all means visit Crown 

Broadcast at N3831. 

The Crown E-250 allows for 

monitoring in the cloud. 

The Crown E-250 (from Ecreso — see below) 

supports both analog and AES inputs (sample 

rates up to 192 kbps) with built-in silence 

detection and automatic fail-over driving the 

built-in stereo generator. The E-250 also has a 

composite input so that you can make use any ' 

combination audio processor/stereo generator. 

The E-250 also includes an integral RDS 

encoder and an FSK IDer (should you want to 

use it as a translator). 

Crown has a line of stand-alone FM 

transmitters, as well, including the FM600. 

It's available in three configurations: The E is 

a basic exciter with composite input only; the 

T could be a good choice for the lower-power 

broadcaster because it includes a built-in audio 

processor and stereo generator; and the R is the 

translator option with built-in receiver. 

Crown also offers a line of FM of higher power 

transmitters, including the FMIK, 

FM2K, FM4L and the FM 10K. 

Ecreso (part of 

WorldCast Systems, 

N6134) has an extensive 

line of solid-state FM 

transmitters, from power 

levels as low as 100 W, to 

as high as 10 kW. Some 

of the common features 

in this product line are 

direct-to-channel digital 

modulation; built-in 

stereo generator; analog and 

digital audio inputs; silence 

detection and intelligent Ecreso FM 10 kW 
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failover; GPIOs for local remote control; an 

embedded Web browser and SNMP for remote 

control; and a dynamic RDS encoder. 

Perhaps more interesting are the ways in 

which the Ecreso transmitters can be oper-

ated via IP; they could be particularly useful 

for those of you with a far-flung network of 

transmitters. 
Advanced Measurement Interface allows the 

end user to see a real time dashboard that pro-

vides an at-a-glance overview of the transmitter 

performance. Built-in instrumentation enables 

detailed analysis of the RF spectrum, baseband 

spectrum, audio spectrum and peak meters, all 

displayed simultaneously. 

Expert Maintenance Reporting is a proac-

tive service which sends regular reports on the 

status of parameters, such as temperatures, 

currents and voltages, plus information on the 

performance and lifespan of components such 

as the fan and power supply of the transmitter. 

The system works through a data cloud man-

aged by WorldCast Systems. 

Once access to the service is granted, the 

user can enable the EMR service on Ecreso 

transmitters within seconds with an authorized 

account ID. From then on, the transmitters will 

automatically push reports to the EMR Cloud 

for centralization, in-depth processing and 

automatic notification. 

Elenos (N1530) is offering a compact line of 

FM transmitters they've christened the Indium 

series, comprising the ETG 2500, the ETG 

3500 and the ETG 5000, fitting in four RU of 

rack space and using a 7/8-inch EIA flange on 

the output. Included is a built-in exciter, with 

a composite input, meaning that any audio 

processor/stereo generator combination can be 

used; additionally, the ETG series includes a 

built-in stereo generator with analog and AES 

inputs (24-bit, 32 through 96 kbps sample rate, 

with automatic fail-over the analog). 

More than 50 parameters are available on 

the front panel OLED display; configuration 

and adjustments can be done via the front 

panel as well. RS-232/485 access is available via 

the front panel; remote control can also be ac-

complished via GPIO or optionally via SNMP. 

The ET Indium high power product line 

consists of FM transmitters in which the high 

power output is obtained through the combi-

nation of a suitable number of 4RU medium 

power amplifiers (5000W), a single ETG 2RU, 

INOmInl Series Products 

Elenos ETG Indium line 

or dual set of 2 ETG 2RU exciters and a com-

biner for the power amplifiers. The overall RF 

power of the models in this product line ranges 

from 10 kW to 60 kW. 

GatesAir (booth N2512) will be showing an 

extensive line of FM transmitters. 

Let's look at the Flexiva FLX liquid-cooled 

transmitter range (for power levels between 5 

and 80 kW). The FIX incorporates a heat ex-

changer that is "more efficient than air-cooled 

processes, especially at higher power levels," 
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Broadcast Furniture 

according to their literature. The heat-

to-liquid transfer process cools the 

power amplifiers without dumping the 

excess heat in to the space surround-

ing the transmitter, thus lowering the 

air conditioning needs, further reduc-

ing utility costs. 

FLX includes redundant cool-

ing pumps operating in a closed-loop 

design, with auto-changeover capability. 

The pump and heat exchanger motors 

are speed-controlled to lower operat-

ing costs and provide optimum cooling 

performance over an array of weather conditions. 

Some of the Flexiva's other important fea-

tures are as follows: 

• For air-cooled versions: continuously vari-
able speed fans optimize cooling; redundant 

internal cooling fans draw air from front to 

rear with ducted air options available 

• Digital Ready: FM, FM and HD Radio, HD 

Radio-only 

The GatesAir FLX, 
liquid-cooled version 

• Maintains power up to 1.5:1 

VSWR. Proportional VSWR fold-

back for safe operation at reduced 

power into marginal loads (icy 

antenna etc.) 

• Global control and monitoring via 

IP; the remote graphical user in-

terface works with any PC, tablet 

or smartphone 

• Full SNMP network control and 

monitoring support 

• Diagnostics and setup via an easy-

to-use front-panel control 

• N+1, Dual Transmitter and Main/Alternate 

and with automatic switching capability 

GatesAir continues to offer AM transmitters 

as well — the line includes the Flexiva DX (10 

and 15 kW); the Flexiva 3DX (25, and 50 kW); 

and, the Flexiva DAX (1-6 kW). 

At booth N2522 you can see Nautel's newest 

transmitter line for FM, the GV series. It's com-

pletely solid-state and of modular design, so that 
42, 

failures in one (or 

more) PA modules, 

or power supply 

modules or the 

user interface itself, 

will not take the 

transmitter com-

pletely off-the-air. 

This year Nautel will expand the GV product 

line to include 60 and 80 kW models. All GV Se-

ries transmitters include Nautel's Advanced User 

Interface with 17-inch touch screen monitor and 

IP access; so whether you are on-site in front 

of the transmitter or at some other location, 

100 percent of the AUI is available to help you 

manage the transmitter. With the AUI, you can 

configure and/or monitor the following: 

The 40 kW model is 
part of the Nautel GV line. 

• All the individual preset configuration: 

frequency, power level, HD power level, 

program audio input 

• Dynamic RDS scrolling 

• New oscilloscope instrumentation 
.!•••• "' 

Providing technical precision as well as style and affordability. 
Full integration services RF servi 

GRAHAM STUDIOS 
OM 

(866) 481-6696 • graham -studios.com (815) 222-3556 • www.isupportradio.com 
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• Unique MER instrumentation 

• RF and audio spectrum analyzers 

• Monitoring and control to the sub-module 

level 

• Logging of all events 

• SNMP support 

• Email notifications 

The real-time measurement of modulation 

error ratio provides the ability to diagnose is-

sues such as interference with the MP3 carriers 

near the analog signal due to FM analog signal 

over-modulation. 

Nautel offers line of AM transmitters as well, 

known as the NX series, at the 5, 10, 25 and 50 

kW levels. This year at the show they're intro-

ducing 3 and 15 kW versions to the NX series. 

At the N4332 booth you will find the trans-

mitter manufacture OMB. They offer a line of 

solid-state FM transmitters from the 500 W up 

to the 5000 W level. Their EM 5000 HE "hot 

plug" is comprised of 

three of their FMA 

2000 HE power 

amplifiers, achiev-

ing greater than 73 

percent AC to RF 

efficiency. As the 

name implies, the RF 

amplifier modules 

are "hot-pluggable" 

as are the power sup- Modules are "hot-pluggable" for 
ply modules. OMB EM 5000 HE. 

The Gamma comes in 
five power levels between 
2 and 5 kW. 

Some of its other fea-

tures are the TFT screen 

and touch keyboard to 

control and to visualize 

operational parameters; speed control of 

cooling fans according to temperature of power 

modules to optimize power consumption while 

minimizing dust accumulation and noise; 

advanced protection against load mismatches 

and fast protection in case of excessive reflected 

power and/or excessive input power; and, 

remote control by GPIO, RS-232, or optionally, 

IP (both HTTP and SNMP). 

This is a power amplifier only and would 

require an exciter, such as OMB's EM 25 DIG 

Plus, for the complete system. The DIG Plus 

supports analog mono, composite, and (option-

ally) AES inputs. A built-in stereo generator is 

an option as well. 

The PTEK (N4130) Gamma series of FM 

transmitters (between 2 and 5 kW) have the 

following common features: 

built-in exciter and stereo 

generator with analog inputs 

(with external composite input 

as well); FSK IDer (for use in 

translator service); frequency 

agility; AC power input accepts 

208-264 V range; and front 

panel metering, with a local 

remote control interface. Four 

41•11111MMI 
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RUs needed up to the 3.5 kW 

range; seven RU for the 4 and 5 

kW versions. 

PTEK offers the ES Series 

of transmitters as well, with out-

put powers from 300 W to 1200 W. 

Rohde & Schwarz (SL1205) is a 

transmitter manufacturer that many of you are 

probably not familiar with —though it's one of 

the largest internationally. Their THR9 high-

power FM transmitter line is liquid-cooled and 

can deliver FM output of up to 40 kW in one 

rack and 80 kW in two racks. 

The THR9 transmitter family for band II at-

tains overall efficiency values of up to 75 percent 

in analog FM mode; they 

incorporate redundant 

transmitter cooling sys-

tems; and they support the 

hybrid HD Radio standard 

(IBOC) as well as purely 

digital standards in band II 

(87.5 to 108.0 MHz). 

I'm trying to decide 

which is more fun: Sitting 

down to dinner with 

business associates and 

friends that I see once per 

year — or standing at a 

transmitter company's 

booth, grilling sales guys 

with questions. At this 

year's NAB Show, I plan to 

consider that question once 

again. 0 

1 

The Rohde & 
Schwarz TH9 family 
can be used for FM, 
HD Radio or DAB. 

ON AIR LIGHTS: WALL AND DESK TOP MODELS 

OAL-101Y OAL-101W OAL-101B OAL-101G OAL-1010 

-12 Volt DC - 30 mA - Custom text optional at no extra cost 

OAL-101R 

- LED Colors Available: 
blue, green, orange, yellow, white, red 

-24 Volt AC or DC 

- 30 mA 

IMEEM 

Studio Items Inc. 
www.studioitems.com 

DT-OAL-RR 3LB-RYG 
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NPR Goes On-Demand 
With National, World News 
by Fardau van Neerden 

e continue our series on the evolution of 

streaming technology. In this month's edi-

tion we cover the technical aspects of NPR 
One, an on-demand service that brings 

hand-picked stories from the entire radio network to 

mobile devices. We talked with Demian Perry, director 

of mobile at NPR, about what NPR considers the "the 

Netflix of listening." 

Fardau van Neerden: What was the reason for develop-

ing NPR One? 

Demian Perry: To remain relevant with digital 

audiences seeking a pure-play listening app. 

van Neerden: When did development of NPR One get 

started? 

Perry: Early prototypes and requirements gathering 

began in 2013. 

van Neerden: Did you look into existing platforms to 

meet NPR One goals? 

Perry: Yes, but we demonstrated that we could get 

significantly higher audio engagement with a pure-play 

listening app. 

Low Cost 

Sealed Contacts 

Light Pipe 
, 

Surface Mount LED 

Booth SL4608 

Eq:13 

: a. .. 
wwvv.veetronix.com* sales@veetronix.co 

Demian Perry is director 
of mobile at NPR. 

BROADCAS I BIONICS 

Social radio... 
like never before. 

The perfect toolbox to discover, 
share and engage on social media. 

Introducing PhoneBox 4.0 

Discover 

The latest social 
content from 
the artists you're 
playing, plus real-

time trends and 
analytics to keep you 
informed 

phonebox.com 
+44 (0)1444 473999 

Share 
Share video and 
images from your 

1. best moments at-,. 
press of a button. 

4 with cutting edge 

studio visualisatt 

phonebox nAn' 
studio communication reirnagined 

4110, 

- . 
Engage . 
Easily respond, repli 
r retweet Target 
y influencers and ! 
blish messages tel 

ps or the web 

1114 

• @PhoneBox4 

/BroadcastBionics 
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Arrala, 

Incredibly 
Inexpensive !!! 

Easy to use interface 

For Novices and Pros alike 

Drag- drop control of the Play list 

Schedule while on air 

Library manager for audio files 

Music manager with 20, categories 

Fast Voice track recorder 

Powerful Reports Manager 

Supports multiple sound cards 

Set file by file overlaps 

Supports cart rotations 

Use start- kill dates 

Compatible with HD-tools 

much, much more... 

built in schadulEr also support DFID-Tools 

RADIO-wav is a ' NEW radio automation software product from 

Arrakis that is designed to upport up to 32 simultaneous Internet 

radio stations on a single PC at a single low price. Each station 

would stream to your interniet radio hosting service who would 

broadcast your programing to your listeners. 

RADIO-way supports Shoutcast and Icecast protocols with 

whats playing metadata, real time display and logging of your listen-

ers, and creates Sound Exchange reports. 

RADIO-way is full featured with all of the hard disk audio func-

tionality of Arrakis' Digilink-HD flagship automation software. 

Come see us at 
NAB Booth N2835 

www.arrakis-systems.com .4 6 1 . 7 3 0 
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FvN: Why weren't existing platforms suitable? And do you think that 

the industry is catching up in this area? 

Perry: Whenever we present audio content alongside the transcript 

or an article adapted from the audio, our users almost always (at 

least 95 percent of the time) choose to skim the text and forego the 

audio. Remarkably, though, once a user starts listening to audio, 

nearly 90 percent listen all the way to the end of the story, and al-

most everyone continues listening past the original piece. 

It's a bit like the way a dieter might be reluctant to try a dessert, 

but once they take the first bite, it's hard to stop. Our time constraints 

have made us all into media dieters, and we are all reluctant to commit 

to a broadcast experience (particularly over mobile). It's unfortunate 

because, unlike the way our bodies respond to a rich dessert, our minds 

are probably all a little better off the more we consume public media. 

van Neerden: What challenges did you face during development? 
Perry: The largest challenge was reconciling our experience as curators 

with the need to use some data science for content personalization. 

van Neerden: How is content ingest workflow managed? 

Perry: Through our existing, homegrown CMS [Content Manage-

ment System]. 

You'll make the right decision with the ASI58xx Series from AudioScience. These 
professional PCI Express audio adapters sport more OPIO (four opto-isolated inputs 

and two relay isolated outputs), the very latest DSP technology, and support for up to 
192Khz sampling. The half- height design makes installation a breeze in small form 

factor systems. Need to talk? The AS15811 sports a mic input with low noise pre-amp 

and a 48V phantom supply. MRX- multi rate mixing and SoundGuard — transient 
voltage suppression are standard, as are Windows/Linux drivers. Ready to decide? 
Call us at +1-302-324-5333 or email salesasi@audioscience.com to learn more. 

449f tr  
PCI 
EXPRESS 

www.audioscience.com 

van Neerden: How long 

does it generally take for 

an item to become avail-

able for customers? 

Perry: Less than 10 

minutes ... it's a near-live 

experience. 

van Neerden: How do you 

maintain a general level of 

audio quality when so many different local broadcasters contribute content? 

Perry: Our stations set quality standards for the network, and we enforce 

those standards through algorithmic filters when possible. For example, we 

can set duration and recency filters for all ingested content. We also share 

ratings with our stations along with benchmarks, so that they can constant-

ly improve their approach to storytelling and newsgathering. 

Nipper stands guard near 

NPR One servers."Our cloud 
comprises a si e l,ogic ar-

lecture, it is distributed 
across ry er&alover 
th orld," says Demian Perry. 

van Neerden: Do you use cloud solutions for parts of NPR One? 

Perry: All the logic is in the cloud, and much of the experience and cohort 

testing is also dictated by the cloud. 

van Neerden: Do you use multiple clouds as a means of redundancy/failover/ 

load-balancing? 

Perry: Sort of. Our cloud comprises a single logic architecture, but it is dis-

tributed across many servers all over the world. We also have redundancy 

in our databases and caching layers to keep our service up in the event of a 

more catastrophic crash. 

van Neerden: Are there any software as a service solutions that you use or 

do need to maintain your own application stack and use the cloud solely as a 

platform as a service? 

Perry: The core listening service is a mix of open-source software and our 

own, homegrown, NPR-proprietary stack. For competitive reasons, we have 

to keep the individual components secret, but it will come as no surprise to 

people familiar with recent developments in data science that we are able to 

batch and cache personalization decisions. In other words, we are relying 

more and more on a "job server" approach to codify user content prefer-

ences on a nightly basis to simplify the next day's calculations. 

van Neerden: How do you handle traffic? Do you rely on content delivery 

network, and if so, do you maintain your own CDN or use third-party? 

Perry: We use a number of third-party CDNs. 

van Neerden: Do you measure the user listening experience with client- and/ 

or server-based metrics? 

Perry: Yes, we use both. Client metrics are all third-party, but we have 

developed some homegrown cloud metrics as well. 

van Neerden: How important is quality of service, and how do you manage that? 

Perry: Very important! We track audio buffer times and dropouts, and 

measure API response times constantly. We manage through constant coded/ 

protocol/bitrate improvements and heavy performance testing of loads that 

are many times our highest observed spike. 
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van Neerden: How important is search and 

recommendation and how did you develop this 

offering? 

Perry: We use third-party search engines and 

have a homegrown recommendation service 

developed by our dey team with support from 

our data science team. 

van Neerden: Can users download podcasts for 

offline playback? 

Perry: Podcasts are automatically downloaded 

as the user is accessing them, and we are 

developing user-initiated downloads. 

van Neerden: Do you use adaptive streaming 

technology or plan on doing so? 

Perry: Yes. HLS is baked into the cloud for 

nearly all our audio. 

van Neerden: Do you need to apply digital 

rights management on your content? 

Perry: This is handled by our API, and in 

MIR 

sarce,A 

some cases, through our contract agreements 

with platforms. 

van Neerden: Do you plan to move into the au-

tomotive entertainment with NPR One (Apple 

Carplay/Android Auto)? 

Perry: Yes. We already support both. 

van Neerden: Do you plan to enhance NPR 

One with exclusive material? 

Perry: We are already running exclusive 

content in NPR One, and we plan to expand 

exclusivity and early listens extensively in 

2016. 

van Neerden: Do you think that NPR One is a 

step into fully on-demand (IP-based) consump-

tion of content and eventually the end of linear 

broadcasting/programming? 

Perry: What we're seeing in the music space, 

at least, is that digital listeners overwhelm-

ingly prefer the on-demand user interactive 

model. This is evidenced by the relative popu-

larity of services like Pandora relative to live 

music streams. 

But there are many things that are different 

with news and talk content. Unlike music lis-

teners, our listeners don't like to hear the same 

thing twice, and with news there's certainly 

value to a true live experience. We also know 

from user surveys that many of our listeners 

value a host and the sense of community that 

comes from hearing the same thing at the 

same time as everyone else. These are prob-

lems that are hard (though not necessarily 

impossible) to solve in a service like NPR One. 

So I guess we're not sure whether on-

demand will dominate news the same way it 

has dominated music, but we've decided as a 

network that we can't afford to sit back and see 

what happens. We have to actively try to dis-

rupt ourselves so that our news mission will 

remain relevant, regardless of the direction 

our audience takes. 

From analog FM to best-in-class HD Radio 
on your schedule and budget 
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FlexivaTM Gen4 Exgine HD Radio Solution 

dp High-efficiency transmitters with 
industry- leading performance, compliance 

End-to-end management for multichannel 
program transport and delivery 

Industry's most advanced quality and 
diagnostics with robust Flexiva exciters 

GATESAIR 

Transition to 
superior digital 
with exceptional 
ease and 
affordability 

Connecting What's Next 
www.gatesair.com 11.0%!••• 

Made In USA 

Neep,SFipni 

Visit booth 

N2512 
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ECHTIPS 

by Doug Irwin 
CPBE DRB AMD 

On to the Amplifier's 
Output Deck 

n this series, we've discussed whether an old transmitter was 
even worth fixing, followed by some techniques I've used to 

repair high-voltage power supplies; analysis and repair of 

control circuitry; and analysis and repair of the final amplifier 

input circuit. We've now reached the amplifier's output deck. 

As I wrote previously, working with transmitters that use any kind of 

high-voltage (whether AC or DC) is inherently dangerous. Never work on 

transmitters when alone or tired. Take every precaution, and then take every 

precaution again. 

At this point, you should be reasonably certain that the circuitry de-

scribed in the preceding installments is functional. You'll never be 100 per-

cent sure, of course, until you have the transmitter up and running normally. 

Coaxial 
Dynamics 

A COI INDUSTRIES, INC. COMPANY 

Specialists in RF Test 
Equipment & Components 

esili? fii Digital Broadcast 

Directional Wattmeters 664b 

gala Line Sections 

aye_ Plug-In Elements 

Loads and Attenuators 

>tieeçe 
# Signal Samplers 

Meters 

e — Accessories 

Low Pass Filters ow. 

Power Sensors 

Custom OEFildimmat 

se)e 

ke° 

Coaxial Dynamics (a CDI Industries, Inc. Company) 
6800 Lake Abram Drive • Middleburg Hts, OH 44130 

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800-COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101 

sales@coaxial.com • www.coaxial.com 

There are more similarities than differences, from transmitter make 

and model to transmitter make and model. I can't describe the work 

you could have to do on every single transmitter out there, of course, so 

I need to emphasize common elements. Most of the problems you will 

encounter are not make/model specific anyway. 

CLEANING AND MECHANICS 
The first thing to do is to make sure the output side of the amplifier 

is clean, with all particulate matter removed. If you have not done this 

before, note that cleaning fluid used to remove "stuff" from the inside of 

the transmitter should a) evaporate quickly and b) not leave any residue. 

For this purpose I generally use isopropyl alcohol. 

Take every precaution, and then take every 

precaution again. 

Be sure that all mechanical adjustments actually respond to their 

front-panel controls. These could be gear-driven, or motor driven; in 

either case, test them and don't bother going on until they're working. 

In my work with transmitters I have found a lot of the silver coating 
on parts in the output network is tarnished. I have never encountered 

any issues with tarnish. Do not use any harsh methods to remove it; in 
other words, don't use anything like sandpaper (even fine-grit) in an 

attempt to "clean" silvered components. All you will end up doing is 

taking the silver off, which will likely lead to other unintended con-

sequences. I sometimes use Scotch-Brite or a similar product to clean 

finger stock along doors and hatches, but that's it. 

THE TUBE SOCKET 
The aging tube socket is one of the most frequent sources of 

problems in any vacuum tube amplifier. The finger stock, arranged 

in concentric rings, make up connections to the tube itself, and often 

get broken and (due to gravity) end up in other parts of the socket. 

For this project, your tube is still out of its socket anyway; so, using as 

much light as you can, and an inspection mirror if necessary, inspect 

the socket for missing finger stock pieces and if too many of them are 

_SEND US YOUR TIPS 
Tech tips may qualify for SBE recertification credits Send to 
radio@radiomagonline.com. 
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If yo J are not working directly in the socket, cover 1 to keep screws, 
nuts and washers from falling in, which could make for a bad night. 

gone, find out if you can get a new socket. 

Screen bypass capacitors that are either connected directly to the 

screen grid ring (like doorknob caps) or even made up of a thin layer of 

dielectric material sandwiched between layers of the socket can and do 

fail. In the case of the former, get replacements and change them out. In 

the case of the latter, you'll be forced to get a new socket. Be forewarned 

that the "sandwich layer" bypass caps can fail under operating (i.e., 

screen voltage ON) conditions, but seem completely fine otherwise. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT ACCESS POINTS 

As you likely know, any amplifier can turn in to an oscillator if its 

output-to-input isolation is less than its gain. In other words, if I have 

an amplifier with 20 dB of gain, but only 19 dB of isolation between its 

output and its input, I will (at best) have an unstable circuit on my hands. 

Some transmitter manufacturers attached "finger stock" or RF gasket-

ing around the inside "boundary" of the hatches so that the hatch itself 

doesn't pass RF. The point is to keep the openings (even when they are 

closed) from diminishing the output-to-input isolation of the amplifier. 

As such, they're very important to the stable operation of the amplifier. 

Both RF gasketing and finger stock are fragile and have a tendency to 

break, or come off, the door hatches over time, so be careful with them. If 

they are missing, you'll need to replace them. 

Next time we'll look at high-voltage capacitor issues, tuning, neutraliza-

tion and harmonic and spurious content. 9 

The author is engineer/project manager for iHeartMedia Los Angeles and 
tech editor of Radio magazine. Contact him at doug@dougirwin.net 
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RF Coaxial Load Resistors 

Dummy Loads from 1KW up to 1500KW 

Available in Air-Cooled, Water-Cooled, 

Soda 1 Water-Cooled or 

NEW - Oil Cooled Loads 

www.altronic.corn 

See us at NAB Booth #N818 

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC. 
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000 
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work flawlessly; year after year, 
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WALLT1" 
NTP Clock & Notification System 

* Always Accurate NTP Clock 

* Analog and Digital Clock Display 

* Show Segment Counter 

* Displays Notifications from 
Livewire GPIO 

* No PC Required 
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www.paravelsistems.com 
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riSoftware, Inc. 
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1010 Cosa Data Available NOW! 
Our all in one program saves— 

time and money 
with software that gives 
you the tools you neec to 

work smarter not harder. 

(311351161•1100 for Deàils! 
Visit rfsoftwareicom Today 

Bay Country 
#BROADC EtST EQUIPMENT 

Your #1 Source For 
Quality Used Radio 

Broadcast Equipment 

View our latest list of 

equipment on-line at. 

www.baycountry.com 
or call and we'll fax it to you 

All equipment sold with 

a 15 day return guarantee 

7117 Clivia Rd. 
Baltimore, MD 21220 
Ph: 877-722-1031 

www.baycountry.com 
email. sales©baycountry.com 
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Circuiti/Verkes Web Power! 

SiteSentry2 & 4 - Transmitter Controllers 
With 2 or 4 meter inputs. 2 status inputs, stereo audio sensor & onboard 

temperature sensor, you can monitor your site from any Web browser, 

anywhere! Six relays ( 2 DPDT & 4 SPST) give ample contrc I for many 

stations. Low & high alarm handling with multi-step actions Logging 

& e-mailing of logslalarns included. Streaming audio option available. 

— 

SicOrf-E1 - Web Er Dial-up Remote Control 
The S•con-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Web 

server, via telephone, auto-answering cell phone or our free software 
Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes 

scripting, e-mail alerts, multi-site management, virtual metering & more! 

VVAM-2 - Audio Monitor w/VVeb 
Monitor your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected, it 

can perform user-programmed, automated, sequences of relay actions & 

can also respond to user control via the letwork or via external status 

inputs. E-mailing of logs/alarms included. Streaming audio option available. 

Get info on these Er other great remote 
control products at www.circuitvvErkes.com 
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SUNG JINGLES 
under $1000 packages 

Composed / Resung 
Unlimited broadcast term. 

www.lfmaud.io 

Internet Radio 
Aut©atior 

Get Your FREE DEMO TODAY! 
• Music Scheduler + Play Out System + Encoder 
• No Complicated Database to Set Up 
• Built In Sound Processing or by Plugin 
• Powerful Voice-Tracking System 
• Run Reattime Rotation Mode or Generate Playlist 
• Auto Trim / Tight Cross Fades / Logging 
• Sample Triggers / Custom Sweepers / Tunaln Api 
• Audience Pleaser uses tune-in/tune-out statistics 
• USA Made and Support  210-286-2975  

www.nextKast.com 

Engineering Software 

3 

•Create "real-world" coverage maps. interference 
studies, and population reports with P-obe 

• Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 
microwave frequencies and generate PON lettes 
with Microwave Pro' 

•AM Pro 2T', used daily by FCC engineers, 
performs skywave and groundwave anocation 
studies and AM coverage mapping. 

•Map FM stations and discover upgrade possibilities 
using FCC minimum separations and contour-to-
contour methods with FMCommander'. 

The Leader in 

Broadcast 
Engineering COMMU ON NICATISC 

R.F. Communications5cdtweee 
Software! and Engineenng ConsCing 

oft 

Nww.V-Soft.com (800i 743-36@4 

PHASETEK, INC. 

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and 

components expertise are available to de-
sign and fabricate any type of inductor or 

special R.F. component. 

Our experienced staff of engineers and 

production personnel are dedicated to 
provide the broadcast industry the hignest 

quality custom designed phasing equip-

ment. 

CUSTOM PHASOR INSTALLATION 

RADIO STATION WXYT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

9 TOWER, 50 RW DA-2 PHASOR SYSTEM 

PHASETEK, INC. 
550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11 

QUAKERTOWN PA 18951 

PHONE 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180 

TOLL- FREE: 800-742-7383 
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TRANSCOM CORPORATION 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Visit our Website- www.fmamtv.com 
Send your e-mail requests to: transcom@fmamtv.com 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment 

10 KW 1988 Nautel ND10, solid-state 

i‘M 12 KW 2001 Nautel XL12. solid-state 

Flu Tri-Mode HD 2006 Harris Digital Z6HD, solid-state 

3.5 KW 2000 Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state 

5 KW 1995 Harris HT5CD 

5 KW 1992 BE FM5B 

5 KW 1998 Harris Z5CD, solid state 

10 KW 2002 Harris Z10CD, solid-state 

20 KW 2002 Harris ZD20CD, solid-state 

25 KW 1982 Harris FM25K with DIGIT 

30 KW 1988 Harris FM3OK with DIGIT Special Sale Pricy 

35 KW 1991 BE FM35B with FX50 

Miscellaneous Equipment 

Used Misc. Equipment Exciters 
iiird Model 8932, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load Harris DIGIT 55 watt 

Harris N -i- 1 Controller Please see our current listings on our vvebsiti 

New I F Y IransurdWF. 
Visit our website for the latest sales 

Special Discount Pricing On: 

VHF and UHF Transmitters and Antennas ( 100w to 10 kW1 

n/ STI 

Please go to our website for updated listings, 

1 , retuning and testing available-call for quote! 
OMB STL systems for radio complete with 
antenna and cable for under $ 5,000.00! 

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

WALL Ar  
NIP Clock & Notification System 

.̀.g 
CO 70T: on 

* Always Accurate NTP Clock 

* Analog and Digital Clock Display 

a Show Segment Counter 

* Displays Notifications from Livewire GPIO 

a No PC Required 

www.paravelsystems.com 
(877) 44-PARAVEL 

18771447 2728 

WEATHER RADIO 
Model CRW-S With Same Decoding 

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All seven frequencies. 

SAME decoding demutes receiver, closes relay and gates audio 
to 600 ohm rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals has 
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal 

controlled, crystal filter in first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual 
gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel 
(±25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 1.75" H, all metal 
enclosure. In stock — available for immediate delivery. 

THE WEATHER RADIO WILL NOW DRIVE A REMOTE SIGN BOARD 

GORMAN REDLICH MANUFACTURING CO 
257 W. Union Street Athens, Ohio 45701 

Phone: 740-593-3150 jimg@gorman-redlich.com 

www.gorman-redlich.com 

BESCO 
INTERNACIONAL 

World Leader 
in 

AM-FM 
Transmitters 

Complete Inventory at: 

www.Besco-Int.com 
Pre-Chened AM-FM units in stock! 

Now carrying new rack mount 
Amps and FM transmitters from 
30 watts to 14Kw of solid state 
power for FM Analog and HD 
IBOC carriers. 

New and used FM antenna with 
coax and connectors tuned to 
needed frequency. 

Rob %luny - President 

Sales: (321) 960-4001 

Email: Sales@Besco-Int.com 

WOW! A Handheld Remote Control 
and LCD Sign for your Sage-Endec 
Take a look at the Ultimate Mini & Mini-LP 

Remote Controls & RWT Automation 
Interface mi 

Ultimate Mini Ultimate Mini-LP 

• BACKLIT 20 character LCD SCROLLING DISPLAY showing date, Imo and alen details. 
just like an LED sign display 

• ATTENTION GETTING STROBE to catch your eye when an alert is pending or has been se,! 
and the color is tailored to the seventy of the alert. 

• An EXTRA SMALL FOOTPRIN T ( 6 .3 X 575 X 1.15i You can hold it in the palm of your hand 
mount it on the console or stick it up on the wall or studio window. Supplied with hook 
and loop fasteners so you can stick it up iust about anywhere Single Cat 5 corns,' o' 
with 50' cable supplied Can be extended hundreds of feet. 

• DEDICATED PUSHBUTTONS to : (Ultimate Mini I INITIATE PK, RELAY PENDING ALERT 
OR RUT KILL PENDING ALERT AND CLEAR SIGN. 
(Ultimate Mini•LPI INITIATE RWT, RELAY PENDING ALERT OR ROT, KILL PENDING 
ALERT CLEAR SIGN, INITIATE R/r17 HEADER, AND SEND ROT EOM 

• An AUTOMATION INTERFACE that will allow contact closures from your automation 
or any normally open contact or switch to initiate an au 

• NO MENUS TO SORT THROUGH and completely comparable with the 3644 Digital and Pe 
Onginal SE! 822 Endec 

and the best part Is the price! 
Only $299.00 for the Mini and 

$339.00 for the Mini-LP 
For details about these and other innovative 

products for the broadcaster, call us or visit 

us on the web at 

wvAtdmengineering.com 
2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010 

805-987-7881 800-249-0487 
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MOORETRON IX 
BROADCAST A INIDISTRIAI ri FCTRONICS 

Our 16th Year 
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you for 

your confidence and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and RMX, 

Stereo- Mixer and Mixer News-Mixer products. 

Calibration Service 
& Refurbishment 

Nems Clarke 120 and RCA WX-2 field intensity 
meters. Digital meter upgrade option available. 

We Repair & Re-Crystal 
STL Transmitters, STL Receivers, 

and RPU equipment. 

See the "News-Update" page at our website. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 
VVVVVV.MOORETRONIX.COM 
E-Mail us at: rrmoorejr@aol.com 
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866-22RADIO 
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SIGNOF 

Serendipity and the Spring Show 
by The Wandering Engineer 

rsA 
y GM can't figure out why I'd 

go to the NAB Show and burn 

up half my vacation time. She's 

sure that this is all about that for 

which Las Vegas is famous. 

Gambling? Engineers don't do this well 

because they can do the math. She'd maybe help 

a little with the expense, if I brought back some 

real value to the station. She wants to know 

what that is. 

That's not so easy, not because I don't know, 

but because we have no common language or 

experience when it comes to such things. It's in 

my job description to interpret things, so I tell 

her that I'll visit some vendors, ask why they 

haven't fixed whatever, buy some stuff on a dis-

count, learn about ways to save money and make 

more of it. It's half-true. 

Then the rationalization: It's Las Vegas, so 

the cheap rooms are really cheap and flights are 

a near giveaway. 

If you're a vendor, the sales manager will 

want a schedule of every customer meeting 

and expects that every minute has a plan and 

purpose. Piles of virtual paper will be generated 

and badges scanned. The smart sales managers 

know it's more about giving his team the excuse 

to call their customers, as the plans rarely come 

together. Even the dumb ones won't care when 

the serendipity kicks in and the lead list grows 

with unexpected opportunities. Still, every 

vendor I know will call and ask for help to fill 

their meeting list. 

I'm a big disappointment as a customer be-

cause I never use NAB Show time for someone 

or something I can accomplish from home. I 

don't see the point of hanging in a clique with 

my local SBE buddies and particularly vendors 

that might buy lunch and spend some serious 

time with me here at home. Still, we play the 

game. I'll send an "I'm sorry I missed our floor 

meeting ... please call on me as soon as you 

re  ,ail 1 radio@RadioMagOnline.com 
' Facebook 1 RadioMagazine 

, Twitter 1 @RadioMagazine 

FOLLOW RADIO MAGAZIN 

Talkin' HD Radio and NextRadio at last year's show. 

1-VD Radio Ad Netwo•\ 

are back" note when I get home. I write these 

before I leave and save them in "drafts:' 

NAB will send out the floor plan and sched-

ule of sessions. OK ... the Saturday SBE Ennes 

program is a must, but it makes my head hurt 

worse than a hangover. (It's a good hangover.) 

There will be a few other sessions to take in. 

That is the end of the structured time for me. 

My floor map isn't all marked up. I'll wear 

the same comfortable shoes that I have worn 

only this week for more than a decade. They 

used to be a bit un-dressy for the older NAB 

costumes, back when almost all badges had call 

letters on them; now that few badges have call 

letters, and a logo shirt or simple blazer is cool, 

the shoes are a bit over dressy. 

NAB Show is about serendipity. The less I 

plan, the better it is. Who knows who you will 

run into and under what circumstances? It's not 

about what you expect, it's about what you can't 

even imagine. 

These colloquia present many opportu-

nities for therapy and exercise. I like that 

people wear badges; it's a small industry, but 

between the time of our first NAB Show when 

we know no one and this next one... well 

there are a thousand people in this industry 

for whom I remember everything but their 

name. I'm face- recognition-challenged and 

name-impaired for people I only see a few 

times a decade. The badge gives context. 

Otherwise, I'll make the connections about an 

hour after we part. 

It's a flood of people and images and ideas. 

My imagination soars. I day-dream half the 

time I'm there. It will take all year to imple-

ment the great ideas I think I'm having. For 

some reason in one of those sessions, the dia-

gram of the solution for some vexing problem 

comes to mind, and I scratch it into my note-

book before it fades. For the other 51 weeks of 

the year, we work in a near vacuum, but here, 

we'll share hints and tricks and sentiments. 

My career trajectory has changed at NAB 

Shows. It's the ad hoc dinner. It's the chance 

meeting. It's the committee meeting. It's the 

disruptive device or concept. It's the great idea 

I didn't know I could have. 

But mostly it's passion for broadcasting. I 

don't know that going to NAB Show makes me 

a different kind of broadcast engineer, or if I 

go to NAB Show because I am a different kind 

of engineer. It really doesn't matter does it? 9 

The Wandenng Engineer is an industry stalwart 
wh-o has been in broaocasting since the days 
nf Marconi and Tesla. He gives his thoughts on 
the current state of broadcast engineering and 
the broadcast engineer 
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NEW for NAB HIE 

S im I P 
A o I P f o r e 

DANTE AolP networking 

A World Standard! 

8 in, 8 out mono (4 in, 4 out stereo) 

Analog or AES3 digital models 

Not an IP Console 

Works with your current studios 

Replaces cable and punch blocks 

Compatible with IUDs of products 

Uses off the shelf Switches 

IRL1 rack mount cabinet 

Super high performance 

Simple-IP is a one rack unit AolP box 

with 8 mono inputs and 8 outputs ( or 4 

by 4 stereo pairs). Available in 2 models: 

analog AES digital. Uses standard cif 

the shelf ethernet 'switches' for con-

nectivity. And uses the world standard 

DANTE ethernet AolP protoml. 

Simple-IP is plug and play with CAT5e 

wiring to all balanced Arrakis ARC or 

MARC series analog console's, and ideal 

for Arrakis X- mixer digital consoles 

Simple-IP solves wiring problems in 

old and new facilities alike. 

very on e 

Come see us at 
NAB Booth N2835 

www.arrakis-systems.com 

Using the world standard DANTE 

ethernet audio protocol, Arrakis has 

built the first cost effective ethernet 

audio networking solution for the 

average radio broadcaster ( and pro-

fessional AV installer). It replaces the 

multipair cables and punch blocks that 

link radio studios with a single CAT5e 

ethernet cable. The base product, with 

4 stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs 

(analog digital models), is the per-

fect size for the average studio and 

costs only $999 list price. Put one in 

each studio and one or more in your 

equipment room, then run CAT5e 

ethErn.et cable and your station's 

auiio routing is DONE! Need more 

ins/outs now or later, then just add 

another box in the studio without add-

ing any new wiring. Need to change 

what audio is connected to where? No 

more punch blocks to play with. Just a 

few mouse clicks on the easy to use 

'DANTE Controller' software and you 

arE done. 
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Enables Advanced Inter-Studio Communications 
Over Inexpensive IP Radio Connections 

Network EDGE is designed specifically as a translator to enable 

intelligent bi-directional multi-channel communication between 

high-quality, low-latency studio networks such as WheatNet-IP 

and low-bandwidth STL connectivity options such as very low 

cost third-party IP wireless radios. 

When used within the WheatNet-IP system, with a Network 

EDGE at one end and a BLADE at the other, the result is a 

world of possibilities based on BLADE I/O functionality such 

as silence detection, clip player, logic for automation, mixing, 

processor control, and so much more. 

NETWORK 

EDGE 
COST EFFECTIVE TRANSMISSION + INTELLIGENT NETWORKING = SMARTER STLS, REMOTES, LINKS & MORE 

edge.wheatstone.com 

1/Vh C) ttcr 
BROADCAST AUDIO PERFECTIONISTS. 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com 




